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Dear Administrator Regan: 

Altair Partners LP ("Altair") appreciates the opportunity to submit the following comments 
on EPA's proposed allocation system implementing the American Innovation and Manufacturing 
Act phasedown of hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs). Our comments are supplemented by our June 18, 
2021 letter which was previously submitted to EPA via electronic mail. This letter includes data 
demonstrating the devastating effect on our business from market distortion which needs to be 
considered in the allowance allocation system. 

Altair was formed in 1991 to promote, enhance and solidify international trade and 
globalization in the halocarbon products markets. Our goal is to provide quality product and 
pricing while developing long term strategic partnerships within the supply chains of our 
customers in a knowledgeable responsive professional manner. We are a small family-owned 
business that prides ourselves in our commitment to our customers and suppliers, our word being 
our bond. We have been active in the r~frigerant market for over 30 years, and have actively 
participated in the transition from CFCs to HCFCs as stakeholders, and now in the transition to 
HFCs. 
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I. EPA's Exclusion of Active Companies Based on 2020 Imports Is Not Rational or 
Legal 

EPA has proposed an HFC allowance allocation system in which market participants will 
be allocated allowances based on their highest annual import volumes within the years 2017-2019; 
however, EPA has also proposed that companies must have produced or consumed HFCs during 
the year 2020 to qualify for allowance allocation. 1 EPA explains in the proposed rule that: 

EPA is proposing to allocate allowances only to companies that produced or 
imported in 2020, even if they were active in prior years, to increase the likelihood 
that allowances are allocated to companies that are active in the HFC market. If a 
company was not actively producing or importing in 2020, EPA would generally 
presume this means the business exited the production and/or import market. 
Allocating allowances to companies no longer producing or importing would be at 
the expense of companies who are still actively invested in HFC production and 
import. However, the Agency is open to consider something different from this 
presumption for individual companies if their inactivity was due to the COVID-19 
pandemic or some other reason, and they have documentation to justify such 
inactivity. If a company wants individualized consideration of their market 
inactivity or activity in 2020, it must submit comments on this rulemaking 
containing relevant information no later than the end of the comment period. 

86 Fed. Reg. at 27,169-70.2 EPA's proposal to disqualify companies that did not import HFCs 
during 2020 is not legally supportable, as the proposal is inconsistent with EPA's stated rationale 
to allocate allowances to companies that are active participants in the HFC market. 

A. Imports and Market Participation Are Not the Same for Allocation Purposes 

EPA's presumption that companies without HFC imports in 2020 is illogical and contrary 
to actual market practices. EPA is improperly equating consumption with imports of HFCs without 
regard to actual market activity or the resulting fairness of using import data as an imperfect proxy 
for market activity or market share for purposes of an allowance allocation system that is supposed 
to be based on "promoting equity, timeliness of implementation, and availability of robust data." 
86 Fed. Reg. at 27,169. Notwithstanding EPA's impermissible blanket approach to 2020 HFC 
imports, EPA has invited companies without 2020 imports to submit data showing that they were 
active in the market in 2020, notwithstanding an absence of imports. 

1 See, e.g., 86 Fed. Reg. at 27, 169 ("EPA is proposing to issue allowances to companies that produced or 
imported HFCs in 2017, 2018, and/or 20 I 9, and were still active in 2020."). 

2 The proposed regulatory text for § 84.11 reads: "Allocation of calendar-year consumption allowances" 
provides "(a) EPA will issue, through a separate notification, calendar year consumption allowances to entities that 
imported or produced a bulk regulated substance in 2020, unless an individual accommodation is permitted by a 
relevant Agency official." 86 Fed. Reg. at 27,211. 
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B. Altair Requests Individualized Consideration Regarding Market Activity in 2020 

Altair respectfully requests "individualized consideration" of their situation, as offered by 
EPA. Because Altair was and continues to be an active market participant in all relevant years, as 
described below, we request that EPA allocate allowances to Altair on the same basis as all other 
active market participants. Altair had significant levels of imports during the 2017-2019 timeframe 
despite not importing HFCs during 2020. Altair believes that their situation warrants special 
consideration based on the following data and infonnation, which demonstrates that the Altair was 
a significant and legitimate market participant in the U.S. market throughout 2020 and continues 
to be a significant player in the HFC market based on inventory, sales, and market conditions. 

In the HFC market generally, there are many reasons that market participants may not have 
imports in a particular year, based on factors such as the company' s inventory, sales projections, 
market pricing, product supply and availability, shipping terms, producer and exporter terms, other 
HFC market conditions, and global economic conditions. It is illogical to determine whether a 
company is active in a market based solely on its imports for a recent year or any year in isolation. 
Companies will sometimes make large purchases which can be more than a year' s worth of 
inventory, for example, to get more competitive prices from producers. In addition, as EPA knows, 
global markets during almost all of 2020 were severely disrupted by the global COVID-19 
pandemic, which began affecting export markets at the beginning of 2020. Due to the pandemic, 
supply disruptions with manufacturers caused spot prices for many HFCs to increase. Even in 
normal times, small businesses such as Altair tend to have somewhat "lumpy" imports and may 
not import on a regular schedule in the same way as larger companies. 

In the case of Altair, we imported significant quantities of HFCs in 2017 and 2018, and 
accordingly had sufficient inventory at the beginning of 2020 to carry over from previous years, 
as well as from our HCFC sales. Additionally, in 2019 and 2020, we of necessity purchased HFCs 
from middlemen importers, rather than importing ourselves, because their prices were at least 20% 
cheaper than any price that could be obtained through importation. However, at all times during 
the 2017-2019 period and throughout 2020 and continuing into 2021 , Altair was actively selling 
HFCs in the U.S. refrigerant market. Because Altair has now drawn down inventory through sales 
in 2020, we now have significant HFC imports completed or scheduled for delivery in 2021. 

In sum, Altair was active in the market and there is no rational reason why they should be 
excluded from HFC allowance allocations based solely on the fact that they did not import HFCs 
in an arbitrarily chosen year that was also one of the most economically disrupted periods in world 
economic history. We hope that EPA will reconsider its approach to allowance qualification, or 
alternatively, determine that Altair is qualified for allowance allocations based on the company
specific information provided. 
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II. EPA Must Use 2011-2013 for Allowance Allocation Because 2017-2019 Data Is 
Irreparably Distorted 

Altair generally supports EPA's proposed HFC allowance allocation system in which 
market participants will be allocated allowances based on their highest annual import volumes 
within a range of years. 3 We support using market data as the basis of allowance allocation, as 
long as the data is reliable and not affected market distortions. As discussed below, market data 
for any years after 2013 are irreparably infected by trade distortions which began in the 2014-2015 
timeframe and continued through at least 2019. 

Using the years 2011 -2013 aligns with Congress' choice to use those three years as the 
baseline in setting the cap on HFC production and consumption, which establishes the size of the 
allowance pool. There is no indication in the AIM Act that EPA is free to use other years for 
purposes of an allowance allocation system. To the contrary, if Congress had intended for EPA to 
use other years for the allowance program, it would have specified the years in the statute itself. 
In absence of any authority to depart from Congress' choice of years for the phasedown program, 
EPA must use the years that Congress specified as being relevant to the HFC phasedown. 

A. EPA Must Adjust Its Allowance System to Correct for Market Distortion 

The experience of Altair, a relatively small importer and distributor in the HFC market, 
illustrates the stark problem with imports from China that has distorted the U.S. halocarbon 
markets. As discussed at greater length below in Part III, starting in 2014 or 2015, certain 
companies with connections to China began undermining market pricing through subsidies, 
dumping, evasion of duties, stockpiling, and other schemes with the goal of artificially increasing 
their import volumes in anticipation of a potential HFC allocation program. Objective facts in the 
record indicate that these importers had access to non-market supply prices that were (and continue 
to be) unavailable to any other market participants. This situation is evidenced by the fact that 
these suppliers have been able to sell at prices and on terms that no other market participants could 
come close to matching. Quite simply, the prices and terms available to this small number of 
importers was unavailable from any Chinese suppliers to Altair or other importers as far as we are 
aware. Before rewarding certain importers for unfair business practices, EPA must investigate this 
obvious pricing distortion by auditing any company that applies for issuance of HFC allowances 
under the AIM Act allowance allocation system. 

3 86 Fed. Reg. at 27, 170 ("EPA is proposing that under this initial framework, the amount of allowances to 
allocate to producers and importers would be detennined based on the levels of production and import in 2017-2019. 
Specifically, EPA is proposing to use a company's highest year of production or import, on an EVe basis, in those 
years. Every company' s highest year amount would then be added together and used to detennine a percentage market 
share for each company. EPA proposes to then multiply each company' s percentage market share with the total amount 
of available calendar-year allowances to detennine each company' s production or consumption allowances."). EPA 
also mentions an alternative of "using each company's highest market share instead of highest production and 
consumption level," 86 Fed. Reg. 27, 171 n.48, but it is not clear how these approaches differ; EPA should provide 
opportunity to comment on these approaches after appropriate explanation. 
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As a result of this competitive disadvantage, Altair and other similarly situated companies 
were forced to buy HFCs from these middlemen importers who now control market pricing. 
Essentially, Altair was forced to become a downstream buyer ofHFCs rather than an importer. As 
a result of this market distortion, companies with ties to China unfairly increased their imports and 
market share at the expense of Altair' s imports and market share. Thus, the level of imports of 
HFCs, which EPA has proposed to use as the basis for the AIM Act allowances system, is wildly 
distorted and not reflective of true market activity, competitive position or market share in absence 
of non-competitive behaviors. 

To adjust for this market distortion, EPA must use a time period prior to this market 
distortion (i.e., 2011-2013). At the very least, if EPA uses any years after the 2011-2013 period, 
EPA should issue allowances to Altair and similarly situated importers based on its purchases of 
HFCs during the relevant time period, rather than based on the amount of imports. Although the 
AIM Act defines consumption in terms of imports, Altair would have imported these amounts of 
HFCs directly had the middlemen importers not unfairly manipulated the market. Additionally, 
Altair would have had the opportunity to continue to expand and grow its imports and sales 
business but for these market distortions. 

The table provided in our June 18 letter demonstrates the effects of this market distortion 
in stark terms. Because the advantaged importers were able to underprice the rest of the market, 
Altair and other U.S. importers were forced to start buying HFCs from those middlemen importers 
rather than importing directly from China or India as Altair had done throughout its business 
history from 2011 and even before.4 As discussed in Section II, starting in 2014 or 2015, Chinese 
companies began targeting the U.S. HFC market with dumping strategies. By 2016, despite being 
central in the refrigerant market since 1991, and despite having been stakeholders in both the CFC 
and HCFC markets prior to engaging in the HFC market, Altair could not obtain HFCs from China 
at anywhere near the price that certain middlemen importers were able to sell at. As a result, Altair 
was forced to buy almost as much HFC volume from middlemen as it imported itself. Over the 
subsequent years 2017-2019, the price distortion grew so bad that the middlemen with access to 
non-market pricing from Chinese suppliers were able to severely cut into Altair's customer base 
and U.S. market sales, so we could no longer sell at competitive prices to our longstanding 
customers even by buying from the middlemen importers. By 2019, the price and supply disruption 
reached such a crisis level that our business has been reduced to a shadow of our previous import 
levels. EPA should use the most recent reliable market data - but it cannot ignore market distortion 
that would plainly reward some companies for non-competitive practices. Before issuing any 
allowances, EPA should find out how certain companies were able to access dramatically lower 
pricing from Chinese suppliers that other U.S. competitors were not able to obtain. 

4 During this time, India' s supply market of HFCs became unavailable due to the market distortion and 
manipulation caused by the middlemen importers because India manufacturers could not compete with the artificially 
low Chinese pricing and stopped producing for the export market. 
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EPA correctly acknowledges that baseline data should reflect actual market function, not 
distorted by factors such as stockpiling in anticipation of allowance allocations or anti-competitive 
schemes that could undermine a fair allocation system: 

EPA sees advantages and disadvantages to this approach. For example, once 
companies began to suspect that they might receive allowances based on the 
quantities that they imported, new importers may have entered the market with 
more HFCs than the level of demand. 2011-2013 is also prior to any anti-dumping 
and countervailing duties (AD/CVD) were finalized (see the memo to the docket on 
ADICVD). To reward such behavior could harm companies that were already 
participating in the market and/ or have invested heavily in developing new 
alternatives to replace HFCs. On the other hand, to exclude all newcomers based 
on the actions of a few could penalize those companies that had not entered the 
market to game their potential for allowances. 

Proposed Rule, 86 Fed. Reg. at 27,170.5 Accordingly, although the best approach is to use recent 
market data for allowance allocations, EPA must adjust that data to correct for market distortions 
that have either been document or are brought to the agency's attention. 

B. The High-Water Approach Works If Applied to Appropriate Years Reflective of 
Actual Market conditions 

That said, the high-water mark system also works well, as each company receives 
allowances in proportion to its market activity. A similar system was used successfully for the 
phase-out ofR-22 under the HCFC allowance allocation system.6 In contrast, an averaging system 
for a small number of years based on import data would be more difficult to implement fairly than 
a high-water mark approach, particularly for companies that do not have consistent import 
activities from year to year. For example, a company that imported a greater amount of HFCs in 
2016 might have sufficient inventory for 2017 and not need additional imports during that 
particular year, notwithstanding having a similar volume of sales activity; thus, the lower imports 
in 2017 would drag the company's three-year average down so as to not accurately reflect the 
company's market position. At the root of this is the problem that import data does not always 
accurately reflect the market activity or market share which EPA wishes to reflect in the allowance 
allocation system. 

5 EPA suggests that earlier years might be considered as baseline years because companies would have been 
aware that the United States may be taking action to phase down HFCs as of October 15, 2016, which is when countries 
agreed to the Kigali Amendment. 86 Fed. Reg. at 27,170. 

6 EPA, Protection of Stratospheric Ozone: Allowance System for Controlling HCFC Production, import and 
Export; Final Rule, 68 Fed. Reg. 2820 (Jan. I, 2003) (allocations based on the highest historical production for each 
company in the years 1994 through 1997 most accurately reflects the true HCFC market in the United States during 
that period). 
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In sum, EPA should use the 2011-2013 time period for allowance allocations, i.e. , the 
period before the market was disrupted by predatory and distortive market behavior by a small 
number of companies with Chinese affiliations. The 2011-2013 time period also corresponds with 
the time period that Congress selected for the phasedown baseline. But whatever time period EPA 
ultimately selects, Altair should receive allowances based on its market share and sales adjusted 
for the market distortion effects, not merely on raw import data which is no longer reflective of a 
properly functioning free market. We hope that EPA will reconsider its approach to allowance 
qualification and implement a fair system. 

III. EPA Must Adjust Allowance Allocation for Market Distortion 

EPA has proposed to allocate HFC consumption allowances on the basis of imports of 
HFCs into the United States during a designated period of years and has indicated its preference 
to use a high-water mark approach across the years 2017-2019.7 EPA describes its rationale for 
this approach as using import data as a proxy for market share in the U.S. HFC markets in order 
to allocate allowances to market participants in proportion to market share. See, e.g., 86 Fed. Reg. 
at 27,170 ("EPA is proposing that under this initial framework, the amount of allowances to 
allocate to producers and importers would be determined based on the levels of production and 
import in 2017-2019 ... Every company's highest year amount [of production or import] would 
then be added together and used to determine a percentage market share for each company. EPA 
proposes to then multiply each company's percentage market share with the total amount of 
available calendar-year allowances to determine each company's production or consumption 
allowances.") (emphasis added). 

We are generally supportive of an allowance system that allocates based on market share 
over a period of years, as Congress was surely aware that EPA had successfully used a similar 
system for phaseout ofHCFCs and CFCs under the Clean Air Act. However, imports of HF Cs into 
the U.S. have been heavily affected by trade distortions, including dumping of HFCs by Chinese 
companies, circumvention of trade duties, subsidies by the Chinese government and manipulation 
of markets by certain importers, all of which have artificially increased imports by certain 
companies. As a consequence, the raw import data that EPA would normally be able to rely on is 
not an accurate proxy for market conditions, market activity, or market share for all companies. 

These trade distortions began as early as 2015 but grew more pronounced over the years 
and reached a crisis level by the 2018-2019 timeframe. If EPA selects years for its allocation 
system that were affected by trade distortions, it is incumbent on EPA to adjust the import data for 
each market participant to reflect the level of imports that would have occurred in absence of the 
trade distortion. Although it might be inconvenient for EPA to conduct the investigation and 
auditing needed to correct for these market distortions, the evidence of these practices - as 

7 Proposed Rule, 86 Fed. Reg. at 27, 170 (" EPA is proposing that under this initial framework, the amount of 
allowances to allocate to producers and importers would be determined based on the level of production and import 
in 2017-2019. Specifically, EPA is proposing to use a company' s highest year of production or import, on an EVe 
basis, in those years.") 
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established through U.S. government investigations and record evidence before the agency- is so 
glaring that EPA cannot blind itself to these distortive effects. Only by using recent market data, 
but adjusting the data to correct for market distortion, can EPA achieve the goals that it identifies 
in the proposal: (1) to provide a seamless transition; (2) to promote equity and fairness; and (3) to 

base the system on robust data. 86 Fed. Reg. at 27,169. To ignore the market distortions brought 
to EPA's attention by various stakeholders would be inconsistent with EPA' s obligations under 
administrative law to act rationally, consider all factors, and explain its reasoning. 

A. EPA Should Adjust Import Data In Light of Market Manipulation 

EPA has recognized the existence of market distortions and proposed to take these into 
consideration, although it does not specify in the proposed rule how it will adjust for the distortion. 
As EPA states in the proposed rule preamble: 

EPA is proposing that any entity that is subject to a DoC Final Determination and 
is requesting allowances for 2022 or 2023 must provide documentation of payment 
of the ADICVD for HFC imported in 201 7 through the date of this proposed rule, 
or provide evidence that those imports were not required to pay ADICVD for those 
years. EPA is proposing not to allocate to companies in 2022 or 2023 that CBP 
determines are not in compliance with or are otherwise in arrears with their 
AD/CVD during those years. After an entity is issued allowances, if it is subject to 
a DoC Final Determination and does not pay the required ADICVD within the 
required time frame, as determined by CBP, EPA proposes that the company may 
have its allowances for that year revoked or retired, or may not be issued future 
allowances or may receive a reduced allocation. EPA proposes that it could, after 
consulting with CBP, also ban a company from receiving allowances in the future 
as a result of noncompliance with the regulations governing payment of ADICVD. 
EPA is also proposing that the Agency would have the discretion to revoke, retire, 
or withhold allowances for companies that fail to use the correct Harmonized Tariff 
Schedule (HTS) codes with each shipment of HFCs or HFC blends. Intentionally 
misdeclaring the HFC or HFC blend in a shipment is one way importers may 
attempt to illegally import HFCs without allowances or with fewer allowances. 

86 Fed. Reg. at 27,186. Although EPA's proposal to link allowance allocation to payment of trade 
duties on a company-by-company basis is on the right track, in order to correct for trade distortion 
EPA must better understand how certain companies have skirted, gamed and circumvented trade 
laws and taken advantage of the limitations of the trade laws to artificially increase imports that 
EPA is using as the basis for consumption allowance allocations. 

The history of market distortion in the U.S. HFC market is extensive and well-documented 
and has manifested in various schemes that have distorted the market by artificially increasing 
imports for some market participants, which would reward wrongdoing if allowances are allocated 
based on import data without adjustment for market distorting behaviors and unfair advantages. 
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These various schemes that artificially increased imports by some companies, at the expense of 
others, are described below. 

B. Dumping and Countervailing Subsidies 

It is well documented and incontrovertible that certain importers and their affiliates (which 
in some cases are owned or controlled by large Chinese chemical companies) unfairly and illegally 
increased their imports through a variety of schemes, including dumping in contravention of U.S. 
trade laws, circumvention of trade duties, and sharp business practices, all of which enabled those 
companies to sell HFCs in the U.S. market at artificially low prices and increase their own imports 
while strangling imports of other market participants. 

The U.S. government has found that beginning in about 2015 and accelerating throughout 
the 2018-2019 period, Chinese exporters and certain affiliated importers took advantage of trade 
policies in China that encouraged and rewarded dumping of HFCs into the U.S. market in order to 
undermine free market pricing and build Chinese export market share in advance of an anticipated 
phasedown ofHFCs in the United States.8 This serious dumping activity involving a range of HFC 
chemicals has been documented in official findings of the U.S. Department of Commerce 
("Commerce") and the U.S. International Trade Commission ("ITC"). These findings include 
unfair dumping of HFC blends (specifically, R-404A, R-407A, R-407C, R-410A, and R-507A),9 

as well as dumping ofHFC chemical components R-134a,10 R-32, 11 and R-125. 12 Each of these 
chemicals have significant global warming potential, ranging from 675 to 3500. The degree of 
dumping is and continues to be so severe that the U.S. government imposed antidumping duties as 
high as 285% to counteract the market distorting effect of this anti-competitive market behavior. 13 

Another way that certain importers have gained an unfair market advantage is receiving 
government subsidies from the government of China. For example, the Commerce Department 
found after an extensive investigation that Chinese chemical companies such as Zhejiang Juhua 
Co., Ltd. ("Juhua") received Chinese government subsidies which allowed them to sell HFC-125 

8 EPA has acknowledged in its rulemaking proposal the concern that "[t]o reward such behavior could harm 
companies that were already participating in the market." Proposed Rule, 86 Fed. Reg. at 27, I 70. 

9 Hydrojluorocarhon Blends from the People's Republic o/China: Antidumping Duty Order, 81 Fed. Reg. 
55,436 (Aug. 19, 2016). 

10 See 1, 1, 1,2 Tetrajluoroethane (R-l 34a) From the People's Republic of China: Final Determination of 
Sales at Less Than Fair Value and Affirmative Determination of Critical Circumstances, in Part, 82 Fed. Reg. 12,192) 
(March 1, 2017) (Barcode # 3547518-01). 

11 See Difluoromethane (R-32) From the People 's Republic of China: Antidumping Duty Order, 86 Fed. Reg. 
13,886 (March I I , 202 I) (Barcode # 4097862-0 I). 

12 See Pentajluoroethane (R-125) from the People's Republic of China: Preliminary Affirmative 
Countervailing Duty Determination and Alignment of Final Determination with Final Antidumping Duty 
Determination (June 14, 2021) (C-570- I 38) (Barcode # 4132385-0 I) ("R-125 Preliminary CVD Determination"). 

13 Hydrofluorocarbon Blends From the People's Republic of China: Final Results of the Antidumping Duty 
Administrative Review and Final Determination of No Shipments; 20/6-2017, 84 Fed. Reg. 17,380, 17,381 (Apr. 25, 
2019) (Barcode # 3825161-0 I). 
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at below market prices, thus injuring the U.S. economy.14 Juhua is the parent company of a 
prominent HFC importer that presumably will claim allowances under the proposed HFC 
allocation system. 15 This particular importer recently disclosed that it increased its market share 
of the U.S. HFC market from zero to 50% in only a few years, a distortive shift which is 
implausible without unfair advantage. 16 Other importers have been found to have received 
subsidies warranting 291 % additional duties to counteract the illegal foreign government 
support. 17 These importers will likely claim a share of allowance allocation on the basis of their 
artificially increased market shares. 

Notwithstanding that Commerce has taken action on a number of illegal dumping and 
subsidy schemes, it is not sufficient for EPA to only consider trade distortion schemes that were 
actually discovered and addressed by the Department of Commerce because the trade remedies 
available have been inadequate to restore balance to the U.S. HFC market. In the rulemaking 
proposal, EPA is proposing to only take cognizance of schemes that resulted in "payment of the 
AD/CVD of HFC imported in 2017 through the date of this proposed rule" and where the party 
failed to pay the amount owed. 86 Fed. Reg. at 27,186 (allowances withheld if company is "not in 
compliance with or are otherwise in arrears with their AD/CVD during those years"). EPA's 
approach would be insufficient for several reasons. First, government investigations and findings 
of antidumping or countervailing subsidies are by nature after-the-fact proceedings, which result 
only after the distortive behavior occurs. An investigation typically begins when an injured U.S. 
stakeholder petitions for a proceeding. Usually duties are only imposed prospectively on the 
cheaters after the Commerce Department initiates an investigation, and there is no standard 
retroactive remedy or correction for the effects on the market of anti-competitive behavior that 
occurred prior to the preliminary determination. 18 Second, many cheating schemes go undetected, 

14 See R- 125 Preliminary CVD Detennination at 4; see also Decision Memorandum for the Preliminary 
Determination of the Countervailing Duty Investigation of Pentajluoroethane (R-125) From the People's Republic of 
China, dated June 11, 2021 ("R-125 PDM"). 

15 See R-125 Preliminary CVD Detennination at 5 n.10 ("Commerce has found the following companies to 
be cross-owned with [Zhejiang Quzhou Juxin Fluorine Chemical Co., Ltd. ("Juxin"), a mandatory respondent in the 
investigation]; Juhua Group Corporation; Zhejiang Juhua Co., Ltd.; Ningbo Juhua Chemical & Science Co., Ltd.; 
Zhejiang Quzhou Fluoxin Chemicals Co., Ltd.; and Zhejiang Juhua Chemical Mining Co., Ltd."); Zhejiang Juhua Co., 
Ltd.2018 Annual Report (disclosing joint venture ownership of iGas USA Inc.) (Attachment A). 

16 See iGas USA, Inc., Notice of Data Availability Relevant to the United States Hydrofluorocarbon Baselines 
and Mandatory A/locations (Feb. 25, 202 I) (EPA-HQ-OAR-2021-0044-0029) ("iGas NODA Letter"). 

17 Preliminary R-125 CVD Detennination at 5. 
18 See, e.g., 19 C.F.R. § 35 i .205(d) (Commerce will require posting of cash deposits only after affirmative 

preliminary detennination months after initiation of an antidumping investigation). Thus, EPA's memorandum of 
antidumping and circumvention proceedings in the docket is helpful but is in some respects inaccurate or seems to 
misunderstand the available trade remedies and severity of the market distortion that can be caused by cheating 
schemes. For example, EPA 's statement that "CBP will collect duties retroactively" is misinfonned because 
Commerce will only impose retroactive duties for a brief period of 90 days prior to an affirmative finding in the 
unusual situation of finding critical circumstances under its regulations. See EPA, Summary of Antidumping and 
Countervailing Subsidy Duties Concerning Hydrojluorocarbon (HFC) Imports to the United States (Apr. 202 I) (EPA-
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even if they involve avoidance or circumvention of tariffs or duties. Third, neither the Commerce 
Department nor apparently any other agency is screening HFC imports for schemes that involve 
anti-competitive pricing. In other words, Commerce only investigates imports that fall within the 
traditional pigeon-hole of antidumping or countervailing subsidy investigations, not those 
involving unfair business practices, collusion or intellectual property theft. In the HFC markets, 
the Commerce Department has looked at sales by exporters generally but has never investigated 
how certain importers were able to access unrealistically low HFC pricing in the 2017-2019 
timeframe, i.e., pricing that anecdotally undercut the HFC market and which most other U.S. 
importers could not access (or even dream of). As discussed, this pricing disparity enabled certain 
companies to dramatically manipulate pre-existing import levels and market shares. Yet this effect 
on the HFC market apparently has never been investigated by the Commerce Department, Customs 
and Border Patrol, or EPA. Ignoring illegal trading schemes because they have gone unpunished 
would be like giving a refund to tax dodgers who cheated on their taxes but were never audited or 
didn' t get caught during the 3-year statute of limitations. 

C. Circumvention Schemes 

Although the U.S. government has attempted to staunch the flood of illegal imports of 
HFCs into the U.S., certain importers devised various circumvention schemes to dodge import 
duties. Such circumvention ploys have included importing pirated versions of patented HFC 
blends, 19 imports of intentionally off-specification chemicals,20 imports of HFCs processed or 
transshipped through other countries,21 and imports of HFC components used to blend covered 
HFC blends, all of which were found by the government to be schemes to avoid paying duties on 
Chinese imports.22 In each of these circumvention cheating cases, specific companies were 

HQ-OAR-2021-0044-0046) at 4 (citing 19 C.F.R. 351.206). In reality, Commerce rarely finds critical circumstances 
and in all cases any HFC imports before that brief90-day period get away scot-free. 

19 See Hydrojluorocarbon Blends From the People's Republic of China: Final Scope Ruling on Unpatented 
R-42 I A; Affirmative Final Determination of Circumvention of the Antidumping Duty Order for Unpatented R-421 A, 
85 Fed. Reg. 34,416 (June 4, 2020). In this particularly brazen cheating scheme, the Commerce Department 
investigation found that certain importers imported over a million pounds ofan unpatented version of the HFC product 
R-421 A and secretly used that product to blend other HFC blend products that were covered by a 285% import duty. 
The Commerce Department found that this behavior constituted circumvention of the HFC Blends antidumping duties. 
By illegally avoiding these duties, these companies gained an immediate unfair economic advantage in the HFC 
market that facilitated their sales at lower prices than any other company could match, thus allowing those companies 
to unfairly build market share. This scheme increased their imports of HFCs, as reflected in customs records and 
EPA 's greenhouse gas reporting system, while lowering imports by other law-abiding importers. 

20 See Hydrojluorocarbon Blends from the People 's Republic of China: Affirmative Final Determination of 
Circumvention of the Antidumping Duty Order; Unfinished R-32/R-125 Blends, 85 Fed. Reg. 15,428 (Mar. 18, 2020) 
(Barcode # 3955044-0 I). 

21 See Hydrojluorocarbon Blends from the People's Republic of China: Final Negative Scope Ruling on 
Gujarat Fluorochemicals Ltd. 's R-410A Blend; Affirmative Final Determination of Circumvention of the Antidumping 
Duty Order by Indian Blends Containing Chinese Components, 85 Fed. Reg. 61,930 (Oct. I, 2020) (Barcode # 
4035170-0 I). 

22 See Hydrojluorocarbon Blends from the People 's Republic of China: Affirmative Preliminary 
Determination of Circumvention of the Antidumping Duty Order for HFC Components; and Extension of Time limit 
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identified that engaged in prohibited behavior to avoid duties and thereby gained market advantage 
over importers that abided by U.S. trade laws. However, like the antidumping and subsidy cases, 
no retroactive correction of the market distortion was taken by the government. However, EPA 
can easily identify these importers from Commerce Department investigative files and can request 
infonnation from these importers that will show how these companies artificially increased their 
HFC imports by undercutting pricing in the U.S. market. 

D. Other Market Manipulation Schemes 

In addition to trade violations, certain importers have also used other stratagems to 
artificially snatch market share away from incumbent market participants. For example, in a 
federal lawsuit filed in Florida, a major Chinese supplier of HFCs has alleged that certain importers 
ran up over $70 million in unpaid accounts payable debt for imports of HFCs during the 2017-
2018 timeframe.23 By importing HFCs but bilking suppliers out of payments, importers can 
artificially lower their cost of doing business and afford to sell more refrigerant at below-market 
prices, thus leading to more market share and more imports, in an unending vicious circle of unfair 
market advantage. In such a situation, even if an importer is sued and eventually has to repay the 
debt, the importer has already achieved its anti-competitive goal of importing cheap HFCs 
(because they didn't have to pay for the product), undercutting market pricing, and grabbing 
market share. If the allegations in the T.T. International lawsuit are true, the importers named in 
that suit essentially got a free (non-consensual) $70 million subsidy by Chinese exporters that no 
other U.S. importers had access to. As a result, these importers were able to artificially inflate 
their imports. EPA cannot in good conscience reward such behavior by using those distorted 
import volumes as a basis to allocate valuable HFC allowances. 

E. Unexplained Capture of Market Share 

Certain companies in the U.S. market dramatically increased their market share of HFC 
imports since 2016, which raises red flags that EPA should not ignore. Not coincidentally, many 
of the companies that disproportionately increased market share are the same companies that were 
identified by the Commerce Department as benefiting from unfair trade practices. For example, in 
a recent letter to EPA, one group of companies boasted that "through an intense commitment to 
customer service, new and innovative equipment, and lean operations ... now supplies over 50% 

for Final Determination, 85 Fed. Reg. 20,248 (Apr. 10, 2020) (Barcode # 3963390-01); Anti-Circumvention Inquiry 
of Antidumping Duty Order on Hydrofluorocarbon Blends from the People 's Republic o/China-HFC Components: 
Final Determination Not to Include Within the Scope of the Order, 85 Fed. Reg. 51,018 (Aug. 19, 2020) (Barcode # 
4017378-01). Although in this proceeding the Commerce Department ultimately did not include HFC components in 
the HFC Blends antidumping order because of an objection by the ITC relating to the ability of the U.S. government 
to remedy the illegal behavior, the Commerce Department's factual finding that certain companies circumvented the 
antidumping duties still stands. The ITC's objection is on appeal to the Court of International Trade, which remains 
pending. The American HFC Coalition, and its Members et al v. United States ( I :20-cv-00 178-LMG). 

23 Complaint, TT International Co. Inc. v. BMP International Inc. et al., No. 8: I 9-cv-02044 (M.D. Fla., filed 
Aug. 16, 2019) ~ 59 (" Defendants failed to pay T. T. in excess of $70 million that remains outstanding for refrigerants 
and related products" in the 2017 to 2018 timeframe") (Attachment 8). 
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of the aftennarket refrigerants in the United States and a significant percentage of refrigerant sales 
to original equipment manufacturers."24 

The U.S. market for HFCs is very much a commodity market that is driven primarily by 
marginal price differentials. It is implausible that any company could enter the market and in only 
a few years capture 50% market share without having some economic advantage that is unavailable 
to the market generally. Incidental factors such as customer service and lean operations cannot 
explain this distortion of the market. Similarly, the equipment used in the HFC market is well 
understood and generally available to any market participant. The companies that boasted about 
capturing market share have not disclosed the nature of such supposed innovative equipment that 
could explain such an economic advantage. Notably, these companies were targets of two of the 
circumvention schemes investigated by the government. 

Before awarding valuable allowances to companies that have increased market share in a 
manner that is inconsistent with market trends and economically implausible without the help of 
unfair market advantages, EPA must undertake an economic evaluation to determine if such a 
startling jump in market share can be explained, substantiated and justified. In short, sometimes 
what seems too good to be true is not true. 

F. EPA Must Adjust for Market Distortion in Any Allowance System 

Although the U.S. government has tried to respond to these widespread anti-competitive 
schemes by imposing antidumping duties prospectively, the nature of our trade laws unfortunately 
does not remedy retroactive damage to competitors that distorts import levels and market share. 
In the antidumping and circumvention cases, the damage has already been done in the critical sense 
that importers who took advantage of dumping or dodged duties through circumvention were able 
to import HFCs at discounted cost, then sold those HFCs into the U.S. market at discount prices. 
Through these schemes, those importers increased their own market share while undermining the 
market share of other market participants. Indeed, in many instances, the economics of the market 
forced legitimate companies that would normally import directly from China from above-board 
suppliers to become downstream buyers of HF Cs from the companies identified by the government 
as having gained an unfair economic advantage from dumping, subsidies or circumvention. In 
short, while certain companies increased their imports through questionable means, other 
companies unfairly suffered a decrease of imports. 

Overall, the activities documented by the Commerce Department had the effect of 
distorting import data such that, without proper adjustment, import data cannot be used as a reliable 
proxy for market share. EPA simply cannot use the unadjusted import data for purposes of 
allocating allowances without unjustly rewarding certain companies that engaged in unfair trade 
practices or received subsidies from the Chinese government. Put simply, if the EPA were to 
allocate HFC allowances on raw import data, without adjusting for this documented and obvious 

24 iGas NODA Letter at l . The letter states that it is "submitted on behalf of iGas USA Inc. (" iGas") and its 
affiliated companies BMP USA Inc., BMP International Inc., LM Supply Inc., and Cool Master USA, Inc." 
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market distortion, it would be rewarding Chinese-affiliated exporters and importers or companies 
who have access to special pricing or subsidies from Chinese connections or that engaged in unfair 
business practices. EPA may not have authority to enforce trade laws or police business practices, 
but it does not have to reward market manipulators with valuable allowances. 

IV. EPA Should Set the HFC Allowance Transfer Fee No Higher Than 1 % 

The AIM Act requires EPA to provide for the transfer of HFC allowances between 
companies based on exchange value.25 The only limitation on transfers specified by Congress is 
that the transfer result in greater HFC reductions than would otherwise occur.26 Otherwise, the 
AIM Act does not specify how EPA must implement this requirement. The AIM Act provisions 
are patterned after almost identical language in section 607 of the Clean Air Act, which requires 
greater total reductions in the production in each year of class I and class II substances than would 
occur in that year in the absence of such transactions.27 

EPA has proposed a 5% allowance transfer fee as the mechanism to achieve greater HFC 
reductions than would otherwise occur.28 EPA describes this fee in the AIM Act proposal as an 
offset (as it was called in the HCFC phaseout) but it is really a transfer fee or environmental 
penalty. The proposed 5% fee is excessive and seems to have been chosen arbitrarily. Its genesis 

25 AIM Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7675(g) ("(I) Transfers. Not later than 270 days after the date of enactment of this 
Act, which shall include a period of notice and opportunity for public comment, the Administrator shall promulgate a 
final regulation that governs the transfer of allowances for the production of regulated substances under subsection 
(e){3XA) that uses-(A) the applicable exchange values described in the table contained in subsection (c)(I); or (B) 
the exchange value described in the rule designating the substance as a regulated substance under subsection (c)(3)."). 

26 AIM Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7675(g) ("(2) Requirements. The fmal rule promulgated pursuant to paragraph {I) 
shall- (A) ensure that the transfers under this subsection will result in greater total reductions in the production of 
regulated substances in each year than would occur during the year in the absence of the transfers; (B) permit 2 or 
more persons to transfer production allowances if the transferor of the allowances will be subject, under the final rule, 
to an enforceable and quantifiable reduction in annual production that-(i) exceeds the reduction otherwise applicable 
to the transferor under this section; (ii) exceeds the quantity of production represented by the production allowances 
transferred to the transferee; and (iii) would not have occurred in the absence of the transaction; (C) provide for the 
trading of consumption allowances in the same manner as is applicable under this subsection to the trading of 
production allowances."). 

27 42 U.S.C. § 7671 f ("Exchange authority. (a) Transfers. The Administrator shall . . . promulgate rules under 
this subchapter providing for the issuance of allowances for the production of class I and II substances in accordance 
with the requirements of this subchapter and governing the transfer of such allowances. Such rules shall insure that 
the transactions under the authority of this section will result in greater total reductions in the production in each year 
of class I and class II substances than would occur in that year in the absence of such transactions."); see also 68 Fed. 
Reg. at 2,822 ("Section 607 of the Act requires EPA to permit the transfer of any class II allowances on an ODP
weighted basis with an offset. The transfer plus the offset must result in greater total reduction in production in that 
year than would otherwise occur, to provide an environmental benefit."). 

28 86 Fed. Reg. at 27,175 ("EPA is proposing to allow transfers of allowances for HFCs provided the 
transferor' s remaining allowances are reduced by the amount it transferred plus some percentage of the amount 
transferred (i.e., an offset). EPA is proposing that the offset be five percent, and is taking comment on a range from 
one percent to IO percent. A five percent offset would meet the AIM Act statutory directive and provide a net 
environmental benefit without discouraging trading necessary to meet market demands."). 
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is not explained in the proposal rule. In contrast, for the HCFC phaseout, EPA required only a 
0.1 % transfer fee, 29 which it determined was adequate to "provide the environmental benefit called 
for in the CAA. "30 EPA states that the AIM Act transfer provisions are intended to be "based in 
large part on the ODS transfer provisions," 86 Fed. Reg. at 21,175, yet EPA' s proposed 5% transfer 
fee for the AIM Act is 50 times the amount used successfully in the HCFC phaseout. 

As EPA acknowledges in the proposed rule preamble, even a 1 % transfer fee would result 
in a greater total reduction, which is all the AIM Act requires. 86 Fed. Reg. at 27.176 ("all the 
percentages would result in a greater total reduction"). EPA also acknowledges that a lower 
transfer fee would better implement the statute's intent of providing flexibility through transfers 
while doing so in a manner that further reduces overall production and consumption, which would 
result in greater environmental protection. 86 Fed. Reg. at 27,176. 

EPA states in the preamble that it wishes "to maximize the protection of the environment," 
86 Fed. Reg. at 27,176, but a 5% fee goes beyond the statute's mandate with respect to a transfer 
fee or offset. Although EPA correctly notes that an increase in the cost of HFCs could foster faster 
transition to alternatives and additional environmental benefits by increasing the cost of virgin 
material, 86 Fed. Reg. at 27,203-04, the effect on demand for reclaimed products from a 5% 
transfer fee compared to 1 % transfer fee is highly uncertain and likely will not be significant 
compared to the problems that would be created if EPA undermines the efficient transferability of 
allowances by imposing an arbitrarily heavy fee. 

Finally, If EPA issues allowances at the parent company level, the transfer fee or offset 
should not be required for transfers between corporate affiliates.31 Inter-affiliate transfers are 
materially different from market-based transfers because EPA is proposing to allocate allowances 
to the top level of a corporate group which the affiliated companies must then distributed as among 
themselves for purposes of capital spending, operations and tax considerations. 

V. EPA Should Not Ban Disposable Cylinders 

EPA is proposing to ban DOT-39 disposable cylinders, and perhaps all compressed gas 
cylinders, in less than two years.32 This is an unworkable, unnecessarily burdensome, and wasteful 

29 See, e.g., 40 C.F.R. § 82.23(a)(2)(A)(Transfers of allowances of class II controlled substances . .. In the 
case of transfers of production or consumption allowances, EPA will reduce the transferor' s balance of unexpended 
allowances by the quantity to be transferred plus 0.1 percent of that quantity.). 

30 EPA, Protection of Stratospheric Ozone: Allowance System for Controlling HCFC Production, Import and 
Export; Final Rule, 68 Fed. Reg. 2820, 2834 (Jan. 21 , 2003). 

31 86 Fed. Reg. at 27, 169 ("EPA is also proposing to issue allowances at the parent company level"). 
32 Proposed 40 C.F.R. § 84.6 reads: "(i) Disposable cylinders. (I) Effective July I, 2023, no person may 

import or place a regulated substance in a nonrefillable cylinder. (2) Effective January I, 2025, no person may sell or 
offer for sale regulated substances contained in a non-refillable cylinder." 86 Fed. Reg. at 27,210. 
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proposal. In addition, EPA does not appear to have any authority to ban cylinders under the AIM 
Act or other statutory authority. 

There are multiple problems with banning refillable cylinders, including increased HFC 
emissions and increased ozone precursor pollution which would adversely affect disadvantaged 
communities and vulnerable populations. Not least, a ban on existing cylinders starting in 2025 
would require suppliers to unnecessarily transfer HFC gases from existing cylinders to new 
cylinders, then throw away the perfectly serviceable old cylinders. The transfer process itself 
would result in emissions of HFCs, which EPA has not studied or quantified. Moreover, EPA's 
apparent assumption that inventory would be sold over 18 months is unsupported by any data; in 
reality, in some cases inventory can be maintained for years, depending on market conditions. 86 
Fed. Reg. at 27,188 (stating that 18 months "should be sufficient to allow for exiting inventory of 
regulated substances contained in disposable cylinders to be sold or transferred to refillable 
cylinders"). In addition, the increased cost of inventory tracking, additional effort involved in 
lugging heavy refillable cylinders around, and added cost of cylinders are simply not outweighed 
by any benefits. Neither does EPA's statement that disposable cylinders facilitate "HFCs entering 
... markets illegally," 86 Fed. Reg. at 27,187, support the need to ban cylinders entirely- the vast 
majority of HFCs are imported using disposable cylinders perfectly legally, and smuggling can 
occur as easily with any type of cylinder. 

The California Air Resources Board previously studied this issue and identified many costs 
and implementation challenges: 

Banning of Non-refillable Refrigerant Cylinders 
Alternatives staff reviewed specific to refrigerant cylinder are similar to concepts 
proposed, but not enacted, in U.S. EPA regulations. U.S. EPA regulations do not 
prohibit the use of non-refillable refrigerant cylinders, although this regulatory 
concept has been reviewed in the context of the management of 30-pound 
nonrefillable refrigerant cylinders. Options the U.S. EPA had considered included: 
1) a complete ban of non-refillable containers, 2) evacuation of cylinders, using 
industry guidelines, prior to disposal, and 3) a ban on importation of Class 1 ODS 
refrigerants in non-refillable cylinders. The banning of non-refillable cylinders 
could result in a GHG emission reduction benefit from refrigerant cylinders, 
although criteria pollutant emissions including diesel particulates from 
transportation may increase. Additionally, there may be other business impacts 
such as additional personnel injuries resulting from the use of heavier cylinders. 
The banning of non-refillable cylinders would require substantial changes in the 
refrigerant distribution industry, and additional costs. Placing restrictions on the 
sale of non-refillable cylinders would require capital expenditures for the 
manufacture of refillable cylinders to replace currently used non-refillable 
cylinders . . . If non-refillable cylinders are banned, then these nonrefillable 
cylinders must be replaced with refillable cylinders, which will increase 
manufacturing costs. These one-time replacement manufacturing costs would be 
recovered over time as non-refillable cylinders are manufactured each year while 
refillable cylinders are not required to be manufactured each year. The proposed 
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option would also require infrastructure development for refilling refrigerant 
cylinders. There is no existing data available specific to the cost of infrastructure 
development for cylinder refilling. In the alternative scenario of a non-refillable 
cylinder ban there are other cost issues that may be a barrier. The tare weight of a 
30-pound refillable cylinder may be 300 percent or greater than the tare weight of 
a non-refillable cylinder. Based on manufacturer data a non-refillable cylinder's 
tare weight would be around 6 pounds, while a refillable cylinder's tare weight may 
be as high as 2 I pounds. 2 4 As the servicing locations for RI AC appliances are often 
up stairs or on rooftops, increased weight may increase workers' injuries or create 
the need for a lighter refillable cylinder, which would increase the number of times 
a technician may need to carry a cylinder to a servicing location. These costs are 
not quantified due to a lack of data, but may be extensive. The requirement for 
refrigerant cylinders to be returned to a refrigerant distributor for refilling may 
result in additional vehicle miles traveled (VMF) . . . Additionally, as refillable 
cylinders are heavier, the total tons per mile for local service vehicles would 
increase, which would increase total transportation related cost and emissions. 33 

It does not appear that EPA has adequately identified, studied or quantified the cost-benefit 
profile of this proposal. EPA' s screening analysis does not fully capture the logistical systems that 
will need to be set up to handle the transport, refilling, safety checks and tracking of refillable 
cylinders.34 The analysis does not appear to consider the logistical needs and flow of cylinders 
from sellers to wholesalers to contractors, and back again. Nor does the analysis quantify the cost 
of cylinder evacuation and refilling equipment and facilities. Not least, there is no quantified 
benefit associated with the proposal. 

IfEPA proceeds with a cylinder ban, it should at least provide a reasonable transition period 
of three or more years. In addition, EPA should grandfather existing cylinders that can be 
documented as having been imported prior to the ban as it would be needlessly wasteful and 
expensive to transfer the contents of those cylinders and prematurely throw away the original 
cylinder. 

VI. EPA Should Allocate a Portion of Allowances Based on Historic HCFC Market 
Share 

Congress specified that the baseline for the AIM Act phasedown of Hf Cs should reflect 
the historic market of halocarbon products, reflecting 85% of the HFC market in 2011-2013 and 
smaller percentages of the 1989 HCFC market (15%) and CFC market (0.42%). This approach 
reflects Congress' intent that companies who have been deprived of their historic markets be 

33 California Air Resources Board, Initial Statement f or Reasons f or Proposed Regulation for the 
Management of High Global Warming Potential Refrigerants for Stationary Sources at 73-74 (2009) 
(https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/sites/default/files/classic/regact/2009/gwpnnp09/isorref.pdf). 

34 EPA, Economic Impact Screening Analysis for Proposed Allowance System for an HFC Production and 
Consumption Phasedown (Apr. 2021) (EPA-HQ-OAR-2021-0044-0046). 
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compensated for the loss of those markets. Congress also provided a table of"exchange values for 
hydrochlorofluorocarbons and chlorofluorocarbons," which implies that allowances based on 
HCFC and CFC quota would be part of the exchange (i.e. , transfer) system for regulated 
substances. 42 U.S.C. § 7675(e)(l)(D). Congress' reference to HFCs, HCFCs and CFCs cannot be 
otherwise explained other than that some allowances should be allocated on the basis of historic 
HCFC and CFC market share. EPA seems to have overlooked this important topic in the proposed 
rule. Despite various stakeholders having raised the issue with EPA staff, the issue is not discussed 
at all in the proposal. 

It is a simple matter to determine which companies had HCFC and CFC baseline 
allowances, as that list of companies is reflected in EPA's regulations at 40 C.F.R. Part 82. Because 
EPA has calculated the consumption baseline as 299 million tons of EVe, it would make sense to 
allocate the portion of the baseline which is based on historical HCFC and CFC consumption and 
production to historical HCFC and CFC allowance holders based on their individual market share 
of HCFC and CFC consumption allowances. 

* * * 
In sum, the Altair Partners supports EPA' s approach to establishing an allowance allocation 

system for phasedown of HFCs, provided that the system takes into consideration the important 
issues discussed above. If you have any questions, please contact me at (973) 564-6400 or 
bob@altairpartnerslp.com. 

Attachments 

Robert Kamins 
Member & Partner 

cc: Christopher Grundler, Director, Office of Atmospheric Programs 
Cynthia Newberg, Director, Stratospheric Protection Division 
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Imports LLC and EDX, are importing on behalf of iGas.9  Both TTI and Lianzhou were 

respondents in the original antidumping duty investigation and continue to export HFC 

components to iGas, BMP, or their affiliates.10  In addition, Juhua (aka “Quhua”) is a Chinese 

producer and supplier of TTI11 as well as an affiliate of iGas, as evidenced by Juhua’s 2018 

annual report.12   

Based on the evidence of the conduct by these specific companies, Commerce can either 

make a company-specific finding of circumvention or establish a broader country-wide finding 

to prevent circumvention in the future. 

Second, Commerce should establish a period of investigation ending May 31, 2019.  This 

anti-circumvention proceeding was initiated June 18, 2019.  As shown by the statistics included 

in the Circumvention Allegation, imports of HFC blends into Tampa (iGas’s address) were 

surging through the end of 2018.  In 2019, Census statistics indicate that these imports continue 

                                                 
9 Exhibit 1 (indicating Golden G Imports LLC and EDX are importing HFC components 
destined for iGas, as shown by [         

     ]).  
10 See Circumvention Allegation at Exhibit 2. 
11 See 1,1,1,2 Tetrafluoroethane (R-134a) from … China: Antidumping Duty Order, 82 Fed. Reg. 
18,422 (Apr. 19, 2017).  
12 See Exhibit 2 (demonstrating Juhua recently made substantial investments in iGas) (excerpts 
translated). 
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(7\) ~j;;:Jtf".f{(J&t(:±lfi 

-J~ffl D:f~ffl 

~0E:l!i!J~-tml+(J(~i)(, 0ii120I8~~-(J(i~lf1JN:Jt-:*:~ih)(mnt. 0~J~~~&Ff01i.l 

itlfiTM:9~JllC1t~lf ~~ ~ iij lOO%JH1:t(;fi1WfiT1W:£W E~ -=f~-H1ilf ~ 0 iij 1 OO%lli[;f)(~ IPJ-11= ~--1-~I¥Jill1T 

07fttJ~~ito w.!A!.0~1I(li2017-53~ «E:1-tJJJt-6t~iJ:~~r0~JN;J;.>Z..&.~!!f:fB7}~~:ei:fl£t9::ei 

J9!~0'f!i·», lltii20I8-o2-'.j· «ettJN1l}20I8 ~~-().:illfiMJN:tt-::k~~i)(0i!i-» .&. il~i20I8-o8-'.j· <e 

1tllil:~~li~~r0iiJllil:~illM015»o 

Ji~l'l'l n:lf'i~ m 
Name of Subsidiaries and Associated Companies I 
-T0 iiJEdfk~' 0 ~~ 

~>gffi~ 
f:Effl:&t-* ,f{I, :&£1'= ~:&iF ~~1J~ 

iij~~ t!~ (Jjjf.) (Jjjf.) (Jjjf.) (Jjjf.) 

Wi"IT {I 1-ti( 1-t §f: .I'll i( {t .I Jjj1J.:j .& ii: 
22,359.22 197, 691. 08 166,679.27 60,659.54 

·¥fllti0 ~=~J 1M~ i:!l:i't~J1:1"', ffi'® 
MIT~j·H efMil: .I~ ~i:!OtnU~tz:, ~ 

113,014. 10 170,750. 75 151,122. 08 31, 194.45 
1-t.::C lf ~ 0 iij %tl:iir 1!f 
MIT 11Htl i: if it I~ 

itW:M1:.tz:, ffi'® 
Ilf~0ii'J ffitl~ 

2,000.00 37,990. 80 16,334. 50 5, 724. 32 

MITIH~i §:~{{. I~ - ~ Z:.M,, PVDC 
73,000. 00 90,601. 19 71, 118. 48 10,073.51 

.::C:fr~0'§'J tlitl~ ~~F- f~'W 

::kr-¥ a·Jiffi~:5t-=t- I it ~H.:+ t~ IN ffi~ r~ 1:. 
1,036.83 2,049.11 1,652. 12 -35.49 

;f.j *1-:fr ~ 0 iij %tl~ _F , i1ft!f 

7'~§:1-t{ti# I~ i:{ti~*41:.f"' , 

tt:fr~0'§'J illtl~ tf!~ 
26, 231. 67 121,780.49 105,356.78 41,019.09 

'T'~e1-tif;f;U_;~ I~ 1-ti~*4.&tz:~ 5,000. 00 8,012.62 3,374. 36 -237. 48 
:frll~01S'J ffitliili: 1:.f=lilii'!f 

'T~§:WFi~~lf n~ J'b 1-t.::C~~.&.F£ 
5,000.00 28,063. 64 11, 173. 32 859. 59 

~0-a'] '!1.~ ~~ 

1l'ltr j·~l §: 1-t lit! rt; fl I it c il'J M:/19:, £f c, ~ 
~N1f0ii'J $U~ ~~f=,fliJ~ 

102,067.00 94,316. 64 80,339.95 10,848.15 

WfiT §::¥:1\1-t~ .I~ 
mrx&b~.F- fflJ~ USDL,200 31,394. 15 22,555. 73 7,850. 35 

lf~~~i'ij %U:QI 

MIT1r:fffl~§i\ I~ M!~Wi7f-Tit~lrn 3,000.00 1, 792.82 1,404. 72 -0.48 
t-f:!4ff~01i] 11ltllrl ~w; L,:I'Jii~::, ·r;' li'i"W 

i1rr IT tWJiffl EE!. -T f4 I~ EE!.=f¥f"'\f=J'b~ 72,600.00 0. 00 0.00 -979. 50 
ttlf~~~ ittl:li!t ~_F,ifj~ 

wrrr Wl.:¥JiR 1-r. ~ I~ Et!-=f~{.t~~~~ 
15,000. 00 0. 00 0. 00 - 1,179.37 

1H~0ii1 ifj~:i1I .F-~~ 

WTIT~I:m It ::f;f.t I~ ~t:r~~~Ml~ 1,200.00 0.00 0.00 -45. 44 
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If4~1H!.H~ ifJ iM:ii! ~ 

ti~~Jf. ti~~ 

wrrrM:~ §:M:tJt 
ti~ 

iilJ < ~iJE#, WI 
600.00 439.68 388. 82 -49. 76 

~ ~Hll.F(H!.H~ i§'J 1Ji: ) , JN:;t;( 1.9: ~L& 

'tlHc ~im~~X*. 
~7·H e it$~4P.I -@;iit :m: 4P.J-@;~t 2,000. 00 104. 08 - 1,479. 55 -0. 02 
¥HE~~0ifJ 

?lfrtr§:-f.tJ&f]t~ 
I~ 

I!R0i§'J~~;&~ 
iMiir 

.:&~r=~~f' 2,688.00 9. 40 - 9,368. 56 -0. 14 

r 
c:f§::5*4~fli!R I~ 

lt!.fit~{:t;¥4 , it 

0=a'J flitl:iir 
IF~~~f'Wi 100,000.00 111, 034. 18 100,733. 58 -789. 91 

~ 

_LmJ~~#Siit~ ~~ 
m;~it~r\"1" 1-ti 

1*:filllH~~ Wt~ 
1"£fft~ . :Yi~.& 428. 00 8, 782.39 1,852. 68 1,048. 65 

~.,.f.::illtiJD 

iGas CSAlnc 
~Jb I (1tJ.: J.!iffl. &F Jb 

USD2941. 17 11, 661. 58 19,571.19 -595.87 
$1£ fl=ji!f 

1£, 0~Jfrf,f#ffiTltl!ffiflt!-=t-t4tHr~0~, arrrrlWI.~ie1-t~1H~0~.&Jt-T0EJ#JfrrlWI.mlt!.:r;t.t 
f4ff~0EJ JJ9::&-T 2018 if: 4 JJ~:::m$!fiJ:~c:p §;t:::l'~~ff~~0ii1 0 

.Y0~&lf*~0~1£lfl\ ~~!&A CJJ7c) ~ ~lbl<~ iiiJ CJf 7c) {$51'~ W-I CJJ 7c ) 

wrrr {~fit i1: 1-t ~::ff r~ 0 1l'J 356,047. 49 67,074. 65 60,659. 54 

wrrr {lfj-ti E:tfrm 1-ti ::ff llR 0 ~ 214, 217. 99 40,423. 18 31,194. 45 

'T'~ §:ititif4~ff~~0iil 211, 822. 82 48,953. 84 41,019. 09 

2018 if:, *0iij~ 3 ~.:Y.0iij&~~1£:~~~JE~f;tJtE 30%~;i._t , ilX10iij~:fH£'!.ill:~ff!~JV(;:m::J;::~~ . 

;.tt~t~~Zj]·tg:(E&mt~~'r , 

0iil~¥l\ 
~:ftJnrJ Of ;n:; > 

5k': i;IJ®i ~% ~?JJ1~~ 
2018 if: 2017 if: 

arrrr 111 1-t j1; 1-t ~:rn~ 0 =a] 60,659. 54 28,674.83 111. 54 
r= ~ifl'~ ..t:n &r=m 
:@:~)J[] 

Wfir~IH'Ii P.ffrjii(ft -c:fi~-0ifJ 31, 194.45 22,100. 97 41.15 
r= £1ft~ _L7+ .&1"~ 
[J:ffl;IJII 

<J='~ §: 1-t1-tif4~ff~~0iil 41,019. 09 21,382. 41 91.84 
F ~ ifl'~ ..t:Jl.&F~ 
ii:lfl ;b[l 
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§ft~fn 300,5 184, 1 21,614 506,26 
JHFFfllf;! 43, 75 12,00 '237. 7 9, 988. 
:a1f0"i'il 1. 19 0. 00 9 98 
itlfiili'Jst't- 2, 149 - 243,8 1, 905, 
E!M.JJ!:'ei '040. 17.42 222. 76 
tl'JllFi=illlil 18 
0i'il 
<f16 ;t_:f'j- 389,9 -3,232 1, 250 388,01 
tHfl%!.0 99,84 '319. 2 '380. 7, 904. 
iij 4. 00 5 19 94 
~~~*1 67,50 -24,61 200,9 43,090 
:t~~( ljjii) 8,626 9, 434. 37.47 • 129. 4 
lfll!H~lil . 21 24 4 
tfdtt§lfrt 10,26 10,68 417, 05 
~~I&~ 4,381 1, 433 l. 48 
N~.g-1* . 80 . 28 
{E~(i'f 

~il"fk) 

...t~2'l~ 4,339 3, 102, 7, 441, 
~1t~#> '200. 356.08 556. 08 
-H~0iil 00 
iG<Js 68,31 2,025 261, I 66,552 
L'SA!nc 7,000 • 952. 1 92.28 '240. 0 

. 00 9 9 
+i.t 876,5 256, 7 10,68 - 246, 1 1, 865 4, 180, - 50,90 1, 069, 

96,40 68,20 I, 433 79. 03 • 202. 000.00 0, 878. 221,32 
9. 68 0. 00 . 28 37 53 l. 21 

903,4 256, 7 10,68 - 246, I 1, 865 4, 180, - 50,90 I, 096, 26,88 
*il· 76,40 68,20 1,433 79.03 '202. 000.00 0, 878. 101, 32 0,000 

9. 68 0. 00 . 28 37 53 1. 21 . 00 

;lt1t!!.·i.Jt I!J'J 

ffi i J: *M0~~-~~T~aft~~-§~I0~. ~~~M~•m~m~~~mmm~T 

ftili . ~~xm~rr~ffl§~~~~~~~~M~~0~~•amM~MA~~mmw*~· 

(Y£ 21 = ~~:&*irJlliam~ c3o:WiitW~itnft~. 

1s, mJftt~itl!f'= 

12:. ·tif.jjffi!f'=it:fff~:r.\ 
(1) . *mPX;*-rr•mAI¥Jt2:~ttm:lt!!f'= 

ijl§ .8J-JM.,Jt1Jt4PJ ±!IP:ftffl ~.>Z. 
- , Y!!E oo ~ m 

1. Wlf.IJ~@! 34,6l!J,200. 25 
2. ;;t;:AA~JJO~®i 42,001,038.36 2, 439, 581. 28 
<t) 7H~J 7,697,038. 36 
(2) ;ff:J;'f\~/E·f'=\tE 34,304,000. 00 

~I~ftA 
<3) ~~-8-~!IJ.m 2, 439, 581. 28 

3. *WI~:J>~Wi 
(l)!l!::J!t 
< z) Jtfm~ w 
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:34,619,200.25 
44,440,619.64 
7,697,038.36 

34,304,000. 00 

2, 439, 581. 28 
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7, -*AA ~ ~4: (t.J-ftifiiit;i(5t£.&5fJ!~ f:§ 

D~ffl .J7f~ffl 

a, :::F w. ~ ft-ffi"-ifi -rr:~~: t~<J.~il!~ t>= ~ ~il!ffi. ~ a<J ~ ft 1ft-ifi m (){. 
D~ffl .J;;f~ffl 

9, Jt-ftB 
o~m .;7f~m 

+=, ~~:1f.&~~3C£ 

1 ' * iE:~ a<J-BJ: ~~1ft?£ 
.j~ffl 0/F~ffl 

H):~'§'] 36 :#]( r±JliHI!! 

e-f-t~~w m1+1 
~~~UJ 

;;$: {t~ B'-J 1tJ: ~ ~ t)!f (5{.1¥-.J iJt A}j 

HJ:~~~;;f;:iE: 

~*·11}9! 11;111} ~;;$: ~ fi<J M= Jl5Ht ~J 
(%) 

$tl~~' ~~ 400,000. 00 51. 91% 
'!!f 

·BJ~~x>t;;t;:iE:~ 

1¥.! 7& ~t>U:I: ~J(%) 

54. 09% 

~~ 2018 iF 12 .FJ 31 B, §1-t~m1H~~'ifl]iJ~~W*~'ifl 38. 65%i¥-JI¥stff}, §5ffl3. 26%(l{J 

J¥st·6HtJ:J 17 §it EB 1¥-.Jffi:ftliH!!l*!J!tF#:/D!:-T§-f-t~~-Wflllii.iE#F-17 §it EB :J'!!f:*l:H~:ft!J!tF~ 

~C~I7§-f-tEBfi<J~1tWRA~-~#~J:Jf6X~WA) , mM~-~~'§'J~IT.§-f-t~-W~ 

~~:mW;;t;:0~ 2. lH%rt-.IJHlfJ}, -ir#~lR:~bt#tl~ 54. 09%. 

;;t;:iE:~~~~-~~~rr·A~~~~W·F~---~~~ 
;lit 1tB 1St ll}j : 
x 
2, ;;f;:iE:~I¥-J~0~ffH£ 

;;t;:1t~.:r0~ 1¥-.Jffl(R.w .!A!.~ftrt 
.J;il!ffl D7f:il!ffl 
~m*~**•~tt~~-ftB~~*~¥-J~a~-m~. 

3, ;;t;:~i!t!~JtHfiE:~tli~ 

;;t;:iE:~m~oo~•~••iE:~~~~r± 
u ~ffl .J :If' ~ffl 

*•~*0'ifl~4:~·~~•· •••~*0'i:iJ~4:*•~~am~~-~~~~•••~iE:~ 
·tHor.tmr 
J .i2[ ffj 0 -1' .i2[ ffj 

~'!1r~JI*rg{t~f6~ ~*{t~;k~ 
Tl.AS IJSA r\r. *i~ m.®C~iE:~ !Joint Venture I 
J:#fi§1-t~~~Jfli:WIW0B'J *0lj]J®C~{t~ 
~;t3tl'M~~4 (11jj·ii ) :fr~0~ *0~Jt)C<g :Jf:.'!lf 
WTIT.If~ i5tit :fr ~~ 0 ~ *0~IfX'tf{E.'!If 
~IT. II :HI :fro~[ -f-ti.l4li:fr ~~ 0 '51 *0'5J.i§iE:.'!If 
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5' =*lf*3C Sh 11i (£ 

(1) . JWmitli Jh, !Q:{JtfU!£~'HHfl*~3C~ 

-*~Wi Jft./~~JHH~?£~ 
" ~ffl 0 :IF ~ffl 

:Jelf*1J :Jelf*3t:J01*1~ 
Bit~ l~ltHlH} iiJ ;f,t .!¥4' 7./<. E~A~ 
mrrr -~ § 1-ti 1f ~~ 0 EJ ~If¥,~~~ 
§1-tAtffi0~tt!fi?!!jjjlj1f~0i'i:l )e~, f~JIR~~~ 

Wrir§f-t~~ifiiJ:il!i:1f~0~ I~~~ , ~i!J:M*'-1-~ 
it1fh § 1-t1Lllf~ N ~ 0 ~ 'Jt-;&1( 

mrrr e 1-t1-titH41f ~ 0 'a'J I~~~ , ~:tt~ 
LI1-t~l~0cij~-{-t~~:tfllk!0 uj t.tH-tm, ~Vl~ 
mrrr e 1t ftl.751i ~~ 0 ~ it~?kt- E~:fj~ 

Wrtr§1-t4mmt~~~0if.l i?!~, -frfiU~%~ 

mrrr ~ll\lifflWTtH-'I-1H~ 0 EJ t:rxJH PTFE ]I~'~ 

J:#J§f-t~~~Jiif~0~ mitt, tJl:*~iiUR!i~ 
Wrir§1-tif~1tiifllfl0~ ~~;u.~~ 
~ .ffl ~ll\3itttKfiJf1l: ~.% f&j~lj~, f§iif.JR~9} 

WriT T¥J1J IW}t'WJI:{JJI:ffl~ 0 EJ llilllll&* 
e 1-tt!iJJ51:1HR 0 ;;J ~iiTIRG~ 
mrrrfWirru~-=r:-~4~1f~0'al ~({tit 

Wrl"U-'1-~~~.Jl~ ?l§-ii!Jfl"f~ 0-ffJ ftt 1!f fj)!WJ W1fl-nf* ~ 
~~mff:tl-'1- (~j·li) ~II!R0if.l 7'\3lie •• ii 
Wrir~L?Hile 1-t ~1f ~rR 0 'fiJ fi~&t, k£Ml~ 
mrrre1-t~lll-m:tl:lo1i~~rR0'fl1 1-timi*'-1-
rtrrrr e 1-t tll.iE WT:tf f'-ffHrR ?~if.! 1t T~*'-1-
§1-t~ffi0~I~:fillfl0~ 1~J!I!.Jt~ 
WrDJi!J;r-lF'f\~*Hi~ llti! 0 ~ 15l* ltfwJR&* 
MIT.$IT.~ttJ&-17}1f llfl0 f;fJ 15l#~tlmn~* 
Mil~ 1·1·1 e* ~;M 11·1lfl0 oJ tl~¥.'1~ 
mfiT.IWi9:1.t1f~~ 0~ 15l*1f§W1RG%-
§-ft~~0-ff1it~~r -frfi¥lnf.i~ 
Mtl:mif1Hm¥C1-t.If--t~~l~0-ff1 3b.J<.gjii:® 
~ ~ rP ~Pl.§ ft {,±!;7.1<. ~ llrR 0 ii] 7.1<. EgJJl 
.g. it 

;4cM~~tWi 
2,362,818,813.23 

515,518,739. 46 
263,998, 048. 42 
67,506,828.10 
65,446,3:3:3.35 
51, 214, 115. 33 
36,646,253.99 
23, 456, 011. 13 
5,498,919.83 
5,201,834. 21 
3,839,696. 85 
3,692,695. 79 
3,527, 097.08 
3,389,502. 01 
1,547, 169. 82 
1,497,432. 00 

639,622. 64 
436,068.38 
354, 128.21 
309,860. 68 
2R7, 14!1. 21 
159,262. 04 
61,320.76 
55,660.38 
53, 070.32 
37,735. 85 
8,490. 57 

3,417, 201,855.64 

tl:l 1~r~~;m~~~tutsL* ISale of goods I provision of laborj 

"~m o:~F~m 

IGAS U~ IKC. 
Current period 
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J:M~~EW! 
2,031,097,201.12 

553, 853, 481. 63 
237,961,986. 10 
36,726,486. 37 
66,284,099.72 
14,618,386.65 
43,537,992.92 
29,794,467. 80 
3,869,973. 74 

14,506,069. 67 
166,337. 83 

60,613,224.82 
1, 797,659. 25 
2,443,138.91 

670,016.56 

3, 802, 921. 92 
I, 07R, RRR. R9 

40,264, 778. 00 

2, 564. 11 

1, 149, 260. 01 

3,896, 154.70 
177,366.99 

3,148,312, 460.71 
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JG. 

6, ~ll*/J&l&&1t~:r9i I Related party receivables and payables 
(1). $Zl&t9i ~ 
.J:@ffl 0/f':@Jfl 

J9! § 4S%\ :*~1] M**'Wl ~il'!tJJ*'Wl 
WHlfi*'Wl tr-Y!lEfit~ 9!lE[fii ~ Wl tf-Y!*ftti). 

n'Ll&~HJ.Sli IGAS USA I~C. 24 593, 101. 95 tl 229 655. 10 
$Zl&Y*~ 
$Zl&~fJ.S_& § 1.t~l~l1H~ 0 i¥iJ 21,277,887. 26 295. 83 16,045,382. 4 751, 769. 11 
$Zl&Y!lEillX 9 
n'Zl&~W}_& ~~mfittf4 (jljffl) 15, 369.52 1,536.95 97,293.84 4,864.69 
$Zl&9!1E~ ff~0ii.J 
$2 l& ~J·~ i1.5 ».. WftrR'JiifiiEI! tl4.Ji 313,783.56 4, 104.66 
$2 l& 9!IE if}\ ff~0ii.J 
@1&~~.& Mrr mtlifiiffi:t:t ;j;;p~· 8, 744,970.60 437,248. 53 
$Zl&9!1C~ ~0ifl 
$2!&~11.'5.&. mrri ~*~*H4JN: 7,053,685.18 352,684. 26 
$Zl&9!1Cit£( 1W:f;H~0ifJ 

@l&~11i!i.&. wrrr WJl mE!:!. .:r ¥tt-l- 2,144,559. 42 107,227.97 
$Zl&9!1Cfft( ffi!R0~ 
wt&~w..& IDriT Wt:¥:ifi 1-t ~lf 1, 756, 659. 06 87,8:12.95 
Sl&Y!lEff>X ~0i¥i1 
$Zl&~Wl.& MIT 1m ffl :fm ¥Uti 3,977, 494.45 198,874. 72 13,593,935.9 334,696.80 
$Zl&9!1Eit£( t4ttff~0ifJ 1 

Jf-Zl&~i!!i.& 
itJf rr mtr 1+1 e 1-tufl ;fll 106,740. 47 5,337.02 

$Zl&9!1C~ 
It! -=f1.t~tJ;f4ff~ 
0 '§') 

$Zl&~i}iii_& i1JTIT§1.t1.tiW~ 113. 74 5. 69 390. 62 19.53 
@l&Y!lEit£( lr~0ii1 
$Zl&~fJ.5.& ~j$;&~} 60,266, 197.95 33, 507, 430. 15 60, 266, 197. 9 33,507,430 
@l&Y!lE*X 5 . 15 

$2!&~11.'5.&. Mrr.g:§{{.Iff~W 3, 750.00 187.50 
$2 l& 9!lE tYj: 0ffJ 
$Zl&~11Ji.&. MIT§1.t5(1Emf:tt 5, 682,377.27 284, 118.86 
J~t&Y!lE~ f41f~~0~ 
$Zl&~iffi.&. MIT§ 1.t~-ti-1M:Q[ 6, 339,527.36 316,976. 37 
J~l&Y!lEj!:?-: 11-1~0 iiJ 
$2!&~11.5,& §{{.~~0r:iJIW 366,630. 86 18, 331. 54 
§Zl&Y!lE~ lrlllH~iiJ 
Jf-Zl&~i\5.& wrrr § 1-t1.ti *f:t4 300,000. 00 982,000. 00 
Jf-Zl&Y!lE~ fl'l~0~ 
$Zl&~fm.&. J::~§{{.~~~/& 77,595. 00 
St&Y!lEillX ff~0iil 
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AA 
vi· 
~ 
l1i£ 
m 
(jl~ 

fiS. 
'Tilll ,-;: 1{. i~ ,j 157,390,000.00 157,390,000.00 
IHtitt it i~ 'l'fl 310,415,418. 21 310,415,418.21 
~~1i\:.1t-0 iiJ 39,500,000. 00 39,500, 000.00 
iWL~itt it -0 "I 158,142,190.40 158,142,190. 40 
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Attachment B 

(Complaint, T.T. International Co. Inc. v. BMP International Inc. et al., 
No. 8: l 9-cv-02044 (M.D. Fla., filed Aug. I 6, 2019)) 



 

 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

TAMPA DIVISION 

 

T.T. INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD., 

 

  Plaintiff, 

 

v.  

 

BMP INTERNATIONAL INC.,  

BMP USA, INC., and iGAS USA, INC., 

 

  Defendants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CASE NO.: 

 

COMPLAINT  

 

Plaintiff T.T. International Co., Ltd. (“T.T.” or “Plaintiff”) sues Defendants, BMP 

International, Inc., BMP USA, Inc., and iGas USA, Inc. (collectively the “Defendants”), and 

alleges as follows: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. This is an action for damages arising out of T.T.’s shipment and the Defendants’ 

acceptance of (a) over $14 million of refrigerants, disposable cylinders, and related products 

to Defendant BMP International; (b) over $58 million of refrigerants, disposable cylinders, and 

related products to Defendant BMP USA; and (c) over $1 million of refrigerants, disposable 

cylinders, and related products to Defendant iGas USA.  Thus, the Defendants owe T.T. in 

excess of $70 million, plus interest. 

2. The shipments are evidenced by, among other things, invoices issued by T.T. 

to each of the three Defendants, as follows: 
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a. Complete, accurate, and authentic copies of the invoices for T.T.’s shipments 

to Defendant BMP International are attached as composite Exhibit A (the 

“BMP International Invoices”).  These invoices are dated between June 9 and 

August 1, 2017. 

b. Complete, accurate, and authentic copies of the invoices for T.T.’s shipments 

to Defendant BMP USA are attached as composite Exhibit B (the “BMP USA 

Invoices”).  These invoices are dated between July 28, 2017 and May 25, 2018. 

c. Complete, accurate, and authentic copies of the invoices for T.T.’s shipments 

to Defendant iGas USA are attached as composite Exhibit C (the “iGas USA 

Invoices”).  These invoices are dated between July 10 and 25, 2018.   

3. The Defendants received, retained, and in all or some instances resold these 

goods.  However, they have refused and failed to pay T.T. for these refrigerants, disposable 

cylinders and related products.  Consequently, T.T has suffered damages in excess of $70 

million. 

THE PARTIES 

4. Plaintiff T.T. is a company organized under the laws of the People’s Republic 

of China, which at all material times had its principal place of business in Dalian, China. 

5. Defendant BMP International is a Florida corporation with its principal place 

of business in Tampa, Florida.  Thus, it is a Florida citizen. 

6. Defendant BMP USA is a Florida corporation with its principal place of 

business in Tampa, Florida.  Thus, it is a Florida citizen. 
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7. Defendant iGas USA is a Florida corporation with its principal place of business 

in Tampa, Florida.  Thus, it is a Florida citizen. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE  

8. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1332(a)(2) because the matter in controversy exceeds the sum or value of $75,000, exclusive 

of interest and costs, and it is between the citizens of a State and a citizen of a foreign state.   

9. The Court has personal jurisdiction over BMP International because it is a 

citizen of Florida. 

10. The Court has personal jurisdiction over BMP USA because it is a citizen of 

Florida. 

11. The Court has personal jurisdiction over iGas USA because it is a citizen of 

Florida. 

12. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b) because BMP 

International, BMP USA, and iGas USA reside in this judicial district, and a substantial part 

of the events or omissions giving rise to the claims occurred here.  

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

13. T.T. is engaged in the business of manufacturing and selling of refrigerants, 

disposable cylinders, and related products.  T.T. often works with importers in countries such 

as the United States to sell its products into markets outside of China.  T.T. does not maintain 

any offices, employees, or agents within the United States.  Nor does T.T. itself import product 

into the United States. 
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14. The Defendants are business organizations that, among other things, import 

refrigerants, disposable cylinders, and related products to the United States.  The Defendants 

market themselves as wholesalers of refrigerant and related products.  Accordingly, the 

Defendants resell the refrigerant and related products that they receive from T.T. and 

presumably other suppliers. 

15. At all relevant times, the Defendants were controlled, in whole or in part and 

directly or indirectly, by Xianbin “Ben” Meng, who resides in the Tampa Bay area. 

16. On or about February 1, 2012, Meng contacted T.T. by email on behalf of BMP 

International.  Meng stated that he viewed T.T.’s materials at the AHR Expo in Chicago—an 

industry trade show—and that he wanted a price quotation for several refrigerants. 

17. At all relevant times, Meng controlled and directed the operations of BMP 

International.  On information and belief, Meng has served, and continues to serve, as BMP 

International’s president. 

18. As Meng requested, T.T. provided a price quotation for refrigerants and related 

products.  Meng subsequently notified T.T. that BMP International accepted its proposed 

terms. 

19. Consequently, T.T. sent invoices and shipping documents for BMP 

International’s first order to Meng.  In or about August 2012, T.T., through its shipping agent, 

shipped the refrigerants and related products that BMP International had ordered to an address 

in Tampa, Florida that Meng had provided.  

20. T.T.’s invoices for BMP International’s orders placed in 2012 stated the number 

and type of packages, described the goods and quantity, provided shipping details, and 
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included the following terms of payment: “10% against proforma invoice, 90% balance before 

arriving”. 

21. On or about March 27, 2015, T.T. transmitted the first invoice to BMP 

International that substituted “O/A 60 days” as the term of payment.  The term “O/A” means 

“open account.” 

22. During the month of September 2015, T.T. transitioned to using “O/A 60 days 

from B/L date” as the term of payment on all invoices it sent to the Defendants and their related 

entities.  The term “B/L” means “bill of lading.” 

23. At Meng’s request, in or about June 2015, T.T. began shipping refrigerants and 

related products to Defendant BMP USA.   

24. The invoices and shipping documents that T.T. sent to BMP USA for these 

goods were identical or substantially similar in form to those that T.T. utilized for BMP 

International and, accordingly, they contained essentially the same information. 

25. At all relevant times, Meng controlled and directed the operations of BMP 

USA.  On information and belief, Meng has served, and continues to serve, as BMP USA’s 

president.  

26. At Meng’s request, in or about August 2015, T.T. began shipping refrigerants 

and related products to LM Supply, Inc.  Meng represented to T.T. that BMP International 

controlled LM Supply and was responsible for making payments on its behalf.  

27. The invoices and shipping documents that T.T. sent to LM Supply for these 

goods were identical or substantially similar in form to those that T.T. utilized for BMP 

International and BMP USA.  Accordingly, they contained essentially the same information. 
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28. Thus, BMP International (a) placed orders with T.T. for LM Supply; and 

(b) paid for the refrigerants and related products that T.T. shipped to LM Supply from one of 

the same accounts which BMP International made payments for goods it received from T.T. 

29. At Meng’s request, in or about March 2016, T.T. shipped refrigerants and 

related products to BMP International while invoicing “R Lines.”  On information and belief, 

R Lines is controlled, in whole or in part and directly or indirectly, by Meng.  BMP 

International served as the consignee on the corresponding shipping documents and made 

payment for the goods shipped. 

30. The invoices and shipping documents that T.T. sent to R Lines for these goods 

were identical or substantially similar in form to those that T.T. utilized for BMP International 

and other Meng-controlled companies.  Accordingly, they contained essentially the same 

information. 

31. Thus, BMP International (a) placed orders with T.T. ostensibly in the name of 

R Lines; and (b) paid for the refrigerants and related products that T.T. shipped to BMP 

International with invoices in R Lines’ name but with shipping documents showing BMP 

International as consignee. 

32. At Meng’s request, in or about June 2016, T.T. began shipping refrigerants and 

related products sending invoices to Assured Comfort AC, Inc.  Meng represented that BMP 

International controlled Assured Comfort, and was responsible for making payments on its 

behalf. 

33. The invoices and shipping documents that T.T. sent to Assured Comfort for 

these goods were identical or substantially similar in form to those that T.T. utilized for BMP 
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International and other Meng-controlled companies.  Accordingly, they contained essentially 

the same information. 

34. Thus, BMP International (a) placed orders with T.T. for Assured Comfort; and 

(b) paid for the refrigerants and related products that T.T. shipped to Assured from one of the 

same accounts from which BMP International made payments for goods it received from T.T. 

35. During the period from July 2017 to May 2018, the orders T.T. received for 

refrigerants and related products: (a) decreased significantly from BMP International; and 

(b) increased significantly from BMP USA.  Thus, while Meng continued to place the orders 

for these goods, he increasingly directed T.T. to ship to and invoice BMP USA rather than 

BMP International. 

36. During the period from July 2017 to May 2018, Meng continued to direct some 

invoices to affiliate entities including: (a) R-Lines, and (b) Coolmaster USA, Inc.—another 

Meng-controlled entity.  During this period, T.T. understood—based upon Meng’s 

representations among other things—that BMP USA and or BMP International would 

ultimately take responsibility for payment.   

37. Meng introduced Coolmaster USA as a related company to BMP USA and 

sought to have T.T. enter a relationship with Coolmaster USA as part of its continued 

relationship with BMP USA and BMP International.  

38. The invoices and shipping documents that T.T. sent to Coolmaster USA for 

these goods were identical or substantially similar in form to those that T.T. utilized for BMP 

USA and other Meng-controlled companies.  Accordingly, they contained essentially the same 

information. 
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39. During 2018, Meng also directed T.T. to make shipments directly to customers 

and or suppliers of his companies including: (a) Materiales Electricos de Const. y Refrig., S.A.; 

(b) Lenz Sales & Distribution, Inc.; and (c) Puremann, Inc.  T.T. understood—based upon 

Meng’s representations among other things—that if the customer and or supplier invoiced did 

not pay for the refrigerant gases and related products, BMP USA or BMP International would 

bear ultimate responsibility for the payment.  

40. At Meng’s request, in or about June 2018, T.T. began shipping refrigerants and 

related products to Defendant iGas USA, another company controlled, in whole or in part by 

Meng.   

41. T.T.’s invoice and shipping documents to iGas USA were identical or 

substantially similar in form to those that T.T. utilized for BMP International and other Meng-

controlled companies.  Accordingly, they contained essentially the same information. 

42. During July 2018, T.T. received orders for refrigerants and related products 

from Defendant iGas USA, but not from BMP International, BMP USA, or any of their 

affiliates. 

43. At all relevant times, the following companies were controlled, directly or 

indirectly and in whole or in part, by Meng:  

a. BMP International, Inc.; 

b. BMP USA, Inc.; 

c. LM Supply, Inc.; 

d. R Lines; 

e. Assured Comfort AC; 
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f. iGas USA, Inc.; and 

g. Coolmaster USA, Inc.  

44. From approximately February 2012 until approximately July 2018, T.T. 

maintained a business relationship with one or more of the Defendants.  During that time, T.T. 

received orders from Meng or someone under his direction, who would inform T.T. of (a) the 

products and quantities requested, and (b) to which of the Defendants, affiliated companies, 

customers, or suppliers of a Defendant the order should be shipped. 

45. During this time period, T.T. maintained a custom and practice of consistently 

sending invoices and attendant shipping documents for the refrigerants and related products 

ordered by the Defendants, or by or for LM Supply, R Lines, Assured Comfort AC, or 

Coolmaster USA (collectively, the “affiliates”), which specified the type and quantity of goods, 

number and kind of packages, related shipping details, and terms of payment. 

46. From approximately August 2012 to approximately November 2018, the 

Defendants continued to make payments on account for amounts owed to T.T. for goods it 

supplied to them.   

47. When T.T. received a payment from the Defendants, it generally credited that 

payment to the oldest outstanding invoice or invoices.  If, however, there was a newer invoice 

closer in amount to the payment received, T.T. would, at times, credit the payment to the 

invoice closer in amount due to the payment rather than to the oldest invoice.   

48. Thus, in its normal business operations, T.T. generally employed a balance 

forward system of accounting.   
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49. However, the Defendants have not made any payments to T.T. since 

approximately November of 2018. 

50. In or about late July 2018, Meng, acting in his capacity as a representative of 

each of the Defendants, met with representatives of T.T. in Shanghai, China.  During that 

meeting, Meng stated that the Defendants no longer wished to purchase refrigerants and related 

products from T.T.  

51. Consequently, T.T. demanded that the Defendants pay all of the amounts due 

T.T. for goods it supplied to the Defendants and their affiliates. 

52. Moreover, T.T. provided Meng and, therefore, the Defendants, with a USB 

drive containing a statement of outstanding invoices rendered by T.T. to the Defendants.   

53. Thereafter, the Defendants did not dispute the amounts that T.T. had detailed 

that each Defendant owed.  Moreover, Defendants continued to make payments to T.T. until 

approximately November 2018. 

54. Throughout the period from approximately November 2018, until near the time 

this Complaint was filed, T.T. made repeated demands via email, telephone, and other 

messaging forms to Meng and the Defendants that the Defendants pay for the goods they 

received.  

55. In or about May 2019, a T.T. representative traveled from Dailan, China to 

Tampa, Florida, met with Meng, and demanded payment from the Defendants. 

56. Despite these repeated demands, the Defendants have made no payments since 

approximately November 2018, and have never disputed the amounts owed. 
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57. Neither the Defendants, or any of their affiliates, have ever returned any of 

T.T.’s shipments as defective, deficient, or otherwise.  On the contrary, the Defendants and 

their affiliates retained the refrigerants and related products that they received from T.T. 

58. Moreover, on information and belief, the Defendants, either directly or through 

one or more of their affiliates, resold all or, at a minimum, a significant amount of the goods 

they received from T.T.  Nevertheless, the Defendants failed to pay T.T. in excess of $70 

million that remains outstanding for refrigerants and related products. 

59. T.T. has engaged Dentons US LLP and Greenberg Traurig, P.A. to represent it 

in this action and is obligated to pay counsel reasonable fees for their services. 

60. All conditions precedent to the commencement of this action and the granting 

of the relief requested have occurred, have been satisfied, or have been waived. 

COUNT I - Breach Of Contract By BMP International 

61. T.T. incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 60, above. 

62. T.T. made offers to enter into contracts with Defendant BMP International by 

transmitting invoices ahead of the transfer of goods that contained a description of the kind 

and quantity of the goods, the price of those goods, and attendant payments terms.  Complete, 

accurate, and authentic copies of each invoice are included in composite Exhibit A. 

63. T.T. rendered the BMP International Invoices between approximately June and 

August 2017. 

64. The BMP International Invoices require this Defendant to pay T.T. the amounts 

set forth on them—which totals in excess of $14 million in principal—for the refrigerants and 

related products BMP International received from T.T. 
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65. All of the BMP International Invoices included the payment term “O/A 60 days 

from B/L date”. 

66. As to each invoice, BMP International accepted T.T.’s offer by, among other 

things, accepting and retaining the refrigerants and related products that this Defendant 

received from T.T. 

67. T.T. shipped all of the goods in the quantity and kind specified by the BMP 

International Invoices. 

68. BMP International breached these contracts by failing to pay the total amounts 

due under the BMP International Invoices within the time specified by the payment term on 

each invoice. 

69. As a direct result of Defendant BMP International’s breach of the contracts, 

T.T. has suffered damages. 

WHEREFORE, T.T. demands judgment against BMP International for damages, 

prejudgment and post-judgment interest, and such further relief as is appropriate to protect 

T.T.’s rights and interests.  

COUNT II - Breach of Contract by BMP USA 

70. T.T. incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 60, above. 

71. T.T. made offers to enter into contracts with Defendant BMP USA by 

transmitting invoices ahead of the transfer of goods that contained a description of the kind 

and quantity of the goods, the price of those goods, and attendant payments terms.  Complete, 

accurate, and authentic copies of each invoice are included in composite Exhibit B. 
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72. T.T. rendered the BMP USA Invoices between approximately July 2017 and 

May 2018. 

73. The BMP USA Invoices require this Defendant to pay T.T. the amounts set 

forth on them—which totals in excess of $58 million in principal—for the refrigerants and 

related products BMP USA received from T.T. 

74. All of the BMP USA Invoices included the payment term “O/A 60 days from 

B/L date”. 

75. As to each invoice, BMP USA accepted T.T.’s offer by, among other things, 

accepting and retaining the refrigerants and related products that this Defendant received from 

T.T. 

76. T.T. shipped all of the goods in the quantity and kind specified by the BMP 

USA Invoices. 

77. BMP USA breached these contracts by failing to pay the total amounts due 

under the BMP USA Invoices within the time specified by the payment term on each invoice. 

78. As a direct result of Defendant BMP USA’s breach of the contracts, T.T. has 

suffered damages. 

WHEREFORE, T.T. demands judgment against BMP USA for damages, prejudgment 

and post-judgment interest, and such further relief as is appropriate to protect T.T.’s rights and 

interests.  

COUNT III - Breach of Contract by iGas USA 

79. T.T. incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 60, above. 
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80. T.T. made offers to enter into contracts with Defendant iGas USA by 

transmitting invoices ahead of the transfer of goods that contained a description of the kind 

and quantity of the goods, the price of those goods, and attendant payments terms.  Complete, 

accurate, and authentic copies of each invoice are included in composite Exhibit C. 

81. T.T. rendered the iGas USA Invoices in or around July 2018. 

82. The iGas USA Invoices require this Defendant to pay T.T. the amounts set forth 

on them—which totals in excess of $1 million in principal—for the refrigerants and related 

products iGas USA received from T.T. 

83. All of the iGas USA Invoices included the payment term “O/A 60 days from 

B/L date”. 

84. As to each invoice, iGas USA accepted T.T.’s offer by, among other things, 

accepting and retaining the refrigerants and related products that this Defendant received from 

T.T. 

85. T.T. shipped all of the goods in the quantity and kind specified by the iGas USA 

Invoices. 

86. iGas USA breached these contracts by failing to pay the total amounts due under 

the iGas USA Invoices within the time specified by the payment term on each invoice. 

87. As a direct result of Defendant iGas USA’s breach of the contracts, T.T. has 

suffered damages. 

WHEREFORE, T.T. demands judgment against iGas USA for damages, prejudgment 

and post-judgment interest, and such further relief as is appropriate to protect T.T.’s rights and 

interests.  
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COUNT IV - Unjust Enrichment by BMP International 

88. T.T. incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 60, above. 

89. From approximately June to approximately August 2017, T.T. shipped to 

Defendant BMP International refrigerant gas and related products worth in excess of $14 

million with the expectation that BMP International would timely remit payment for the goods 

it received.  

90. BMP International acknowledged that the goods were sent and accepted the 

benefit of these refrigerant gas and related products by arranging for them to pass through 

United States Customs and subsequently taking possession. 

91. BMP International also accepted the benefit of the goods it received from T.T. 

by, among other things, reselling all or, at a minimum, a significant amount of these refrigerant 

gas and related products. 

92. BMP International failed to remit any payment to T.T. for the goods this 

Defendant received during this period. 

WHEREFORE, T.T. demands judgment against BMP International for damages, 

prejudgment and post-judgment interest, and such further relief as is appropriate to protect 

T.T.’s rights and interests.  

COUNT V - Unjust Enrichment by BMP USA 

93. T.T. incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 60, above. 

94. From approximately August 2017 to approximately October 2018, T.T. shipped 

refrigerant gas and related products worth in excess of $58 million at the direction of Defendant 
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BMP USA with the expectation that BMP USA would timely remit payment for the goods it 

received.  

95. BMP USA acknowledged that the goods were sent and accepted the benefit of 

these refrigerant gas and related products by arranging for them to pass through United States 

Customs and subsequently taking possession. 

96. BMP USA also accepted the benefit of the goods it received from T.T. by, 

among other things, reselling all or, at a minimum, a significant amount of these refrigerant 

gas and related products. 

97. BMP USA failed to remit any payment to T.T. for the goods this Defendant 

received during this period. 

98. In addition, BMP USA directed T.T. to ship some refrigerant gas and related 

products to its customers and or suppliers with the promise that BMP USA would render 

payment to T.T.   

99. Upon information and belief, BMP USA retained the benefit of these goods by, 

among other things, accepting and retaining compensation and or product from customers and 

or suppliers that received goods from T.T. 

100. T.T. received no compensation from BMP USA for the goods BMP USA 

directed T.T. to ship to its customers and or suppliers. 

101. Furthermore, BMP USA directed T.T. to ship refrigerant gas and related 

products to its various affiliates with the promise that BMP USA would render payment to 

T.T.   
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102. Upon information and belief, BMP USA retained the benefit of these refrigerant 

gas and related products by sharing in the proceeds realized by its affiliates from the resale of 

those goods. 

103. Despite BMP USA’s promise to pay for goods received by its affiliates, T.T. 

has not received any compensation for the goods shipped to BMP USA’s affiliates at its 

direction.  

WHEREFORE, T.T. demands judgment against BMP USA for damages, prejudgment 

and post-judgment interest, and such further relief as is appropriate to protect T.T.’s rights and 

interests.  

COUNT XII - Unjust Enrichment by iGas USA 

104. T.T. incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 60, above. 

105. From approximately July to approximately August 2018, T.T. shipped to 

Defendant iGas USA refrigerant gas and related products worth in excess of $1 million with 

the expectation that iGas USA would timely remit payment for the goods it received.  

106. iGas USA acknowledged that the goods were sent and accepted the benefit of 

these refrigerant gas and related products by arranging for them to pass through United States 

Customs and subsequently taking possession. 

107. iGas USA also accepted the benefit of the goods it received from T.T. by, 

among other things, reselling all or, at a minimum, a significant amount of these refrigerant 

gas and related products. 

108. iGas USA failed to remit any payment to T.T. for the goods this Defendant 

received during this period. 
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WHEREFORE, T.T. demands judgment against iGas USA for damages, prejudgment 

and post-judgment interest, and such further relief as is appropriate to protect T.T.’s rights and 

interests.  

COUNT VII - Account Stated by BMP International 

109. T.T. incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 60, above. 

110. Before the institution of this action, T.T. and Defendant BMP International had 

business transactions between them beginning in 2012. 

111. T.T. stated the amounts due to it from BMP International by, among other 

things, issuing invoices for each transaction. 

112. The invoices issued to BMP International included those invoices from 

approximately June until approximately August 2017, for which the stated accounts remain 

unpaid.  Complete, accurate and authentic copies of these invoices are attached as composite 

Exhibit A. 

113. The total value of these business transactions was in excess of $14 million. 

114. In addition, T.T. provided BMP International, through Meng, with a USB drive 

containing a statement of all amounts due on or about July 30, 2018.   

115. The USB drive contained a statement of BMP International and BMP USA’s 

accounts itemized by invoice number.  Thus, BMP International could engage in simple 

arithmetic to confirm the total of its unpaid invoices to T.T. according to the stated account. 

116. T.T. continued to demand payments through at least May of 2019. 

117. During the period T.T. demanded payments, BMP International did not dispute 

the total amounts due.  
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118. BMP International implicitly promised to make payment to T.T. on the account 

by, among other things: (a) retaining the refrigerants and related products that it received from 

T.T.; (b) reselling these goods to customers; (c) not objecting to the stated amounts due; and 

(d) continuing to make payments on the account after receiving the stated balances. 

119. Nevertheless, BMP International ceased making payments in or about 

November 2018, leaving a balance due on the account in excess of $14 million. 

WHEREFORE, T.T. demands judgment against BMP International for damages, 

prejudgment and post-judgment interest, and such further relief as is appropriate to protect 

T.T.’s rights and interests.  

COUNT VIII - Account Stated as to BMP USA 

120. T.T. incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 60, above. 

121. Before the institution of this action, T.T. and Defendant BMP USA had business 

transactions between them beginning in 2015. 

122. T.T. stated the amounts due to it from BMP USA by, among other things, 

issuing invoices for each transaction. 

123. The invoices issued to BMP USA included those invoices from approximately 

July 2017 until approximately May 2018, for which the stated accounts remain unpaid.  

Complete, accurate and authentic copies of these invoices are attached as composite Exhibit 

B. 

124. The total value of these business transactions was in excess of $58 million. 

125. In addition, T.T. provided BMP USA, through Meng, with a USB drive 

containing a statement of all amounts due on or about July 30, 2018.   
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126. The USB drive contained a statement of BMP USA and BMP International’s 

accounts itemized by invoice number.  Thus, BMP USA could engage in simple arithmetic to 

confirm the total of its unpaid invoices to T.T. according to the stated account. 

127. T.T. continued to demand payments through at least May of 2019. 

128. During the period T.T. demanded payments, BMP USA did not dispute the total 

amounts due.  

129. BMP USA implicitly promised to make payment to T.T. on the account by, 

among other things: (a) retaining the refrigerants and related products that it received from 

T.T.; (b) reselling these goods to customers; (c) not objecting to the stated amounts due; and 

(d) continuing to make payments on the account after receiving the stated balances. 

130. Nevertheless, BMP USA ceased making payments in or about November 2018, 

leaving a balance due on the account in excess of $58 million. 

WHEREFORE, T.T. demands judgment against BMP USA for damages, prejudgment 

and post-judgment interest, and such further relief as is appropriate to protect T.T.’s rights and 

interests.  

COUNT IX - Account Stated as to iGas 

131. T.T. incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 60, above. 

132. Before the institution of this action, T.T. and Defendant iGas USA had business 

transactions between them beginning in 2018. 

133. T.T. stated the amounts due to it from iGas USA by, among other things, issuing 

invoices for each transaction. 
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134. The invoices issued to iGas USA included those invoices from in or around July 

2018, for which the stated accounts remain unpaid.  Complete, accurate and authentic copies 

of these invoices are attached as composite Exhibit C. 

135. The total value of these business transactions was in excess of $1 million. 

136. In addition, T.T. provided iGas USA, through Meng, with a USB drive 

containing a statement of all amounts due on or about July 30, 2018.   

137. The USB drive contained a statement of iGas USA’s accounts itemized by 

invoice number.   

138. T.T. continued to demand payments through at least May of 2019. 

139. During the period T.T. demanded payments, iGas USA did not dispute the total 

amounts due.  

140. iGas USA implicitly promised to make payment to T.T. on the account by, 

among other things: (a) retaining the refrigerants and related products that it received from 

T.T.; (b) reselling these goods to customers; and (c) not objecting to the stated amounts due. 

141. Nevertheless, iGas USA did not make payments, leaving a balance due on the 

account in excess of $1 million. 

WHEREFORE, T.T. demands judgment against iGas USA for damages, prejudgment 

and post-judgment interest, and such further relief as is appropriate to protect T.T.’s rights and 

interests.  

COUNT X - Open Account as to BMP International 

142. T.T. incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 60, above.  
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143. From approximately June to approximately August 2017, T.T. sold Defendant 

BMP International refrigerant gas and related products worth in excess of $14 million. 

144. Throughout T.T.’s business relationship with BMP International, T.T. 

maintained an account for this Defendant containing charges and payments for all sales 

transactions between the companies.  T.T. kept Defendants BMP International’s and BMP 

USA’s accounts in a ledger and determined the amounts due from each Defendant by itemizing 

each of their respective invoices.   

145. T.T. generally included the charges invoiced to BMP International’s affiliates 

in the account as it was BMP International’s practice to (a) direct T.T. to ship to and or invoice 

the affiliates and (b) pay T.T. for goods shipped to and or invoiced to the affiliates. 

146. Until approximately November 2018, BMP International made payments on its 

account, which T.T. duly recorded.   

147. Since approximately November 2018, BMP International has not made a 

payment on its account with T.T. 

148. Through simple analysis of the itemized invoice numbers in the account, T.T. 

could identify the transactions for which BMP International was responsible. 

149. A complete, accurate, and authentic copy of BMP International’s itemized 

account with T.T. is attached as Exhibit D. 

150. As set forth on Exhibit D, BMP International owes the principal amount stated 

in the open account, which is in excess of $14 million, for goods this Defendant received and 

accepted from T.T.  
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WHEREFORE, T.T. demands judgment against BMP International for damages, 

prejudgment and post-judgment interest, and such further relief as is appropriate to protect 

T.T.’s rights and interests.  

COUNT VIII - Open Account as to BMP USA 

151. T.T. incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 60, above.  

152. From approximately July 2017 to approximately May 2018, T.T. sold 

Defendant BMP USA refrigerant gas and related products worth in excess of $58 million. 

153. Throughout T.T.’s business relationship with BMP USA, T.T. maintained an 

account for this Defendant containing charges and payments for all sales transactions between 

the companies. 

154. T.T. kept Defendants BMP USA’s and BMP International’s accounts in a 

ledger and determined the amounts due from each Defendant by itemizing each of their 

respective invoices.   

155. T.T. generally included the charges invoiced to BMP USA’s affiliates in the 

account as it was BMP USA’s practice to (a) direct T.T. to ship to and or invoice the affiliates 

and (b) pay T.T. for goods shipped to and or invoiced to the affiliates. 

156. T.T. generally included charges invoiced to BMP USA’s customers and or 

suppliers in the account when BMP USA directed T.T. to ship refrigerant gas and related 

products to those customers and or suppliers with the promise that BMP USA would pay T.T. 

for the goods.  

157. Until approximately November 2018, BMP USA made payments on its 

account, which T.T. duly recorded.   
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158. Since approximately November 2018, BMP USA has not made a payment on 

its account with T.T. 

159. Through simple analysis of the itemized invoice numbers in the account, T.T. 

could identify the transactions for which BMP USA was responsible. 

160. A complete, accurate, and authentic copy of BMP USA’s itemized account with 

T.T. is attached as Exhibit D. 

161. As set forth on Exhibit D, BMP USA owes the principal amount stated in the 

open account, which is in excess of $58 million, for goods this Defendant received and 

accepted from T.T.  

WHEREFORE, T.T. demands judgment against BMP USA for damages, prejudgment 

and post-judgment interest, and such further relief as is appropriate to protect T.T.’s rights and 

interests. 

COUNT XII - Open Account as to iGas USA 

162. T.T. incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 60, above.  

163. From approximately June to approximately July 2018, T.T. sold Defendant 

iGas USA refrigerant gas and related products worth in excess of $1 million. 

164. Throughout T.T.’s business relationship with iGas USA, T.T. maintained an 

account for this Defendant containing charges and payments for all sales transactions between 

the companies. 

165. T.T. kept Defendant iGas USA’s accounts in a ledger itemized by each of its 

invoices.   
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166. Until approximately October 2018, iGas USA made payments on its account, 

which T.T. duly recorded.   

167. Since approximately October 2018, iGas USA has not made a payment on its 

account with T.T. 

168. A complete, accurate, and authentic copy of iGas USA’s itemized account with 

T.T. is attached as Exhibit E. 

169. As set forth on Exhibit E, iGas USA owes the principal amount stated in the 

open account, which is in excess of $1 million, for goods this Defendant received and accepted 

from T.T.  

WHEREFORE, T.T. demands judgment against iGas USA for damages, prejudgment 

and post-judgment interest, and such further relief as is appropriate to protect T.T.’s rights and 

interests. 

 

[Attorney’s Signature Appears on Following Page] 
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Dated:  August 16, 2018   Respectfully submitted, 

 

     /s/ David B. Weinstein    

      David B. Weinstein (FBN 604410) 

weinsteind@gtlaw.com  

Ryan T. Hopper (FBN 0107347) 

hopperr@gtlaw.com  

GREENBERG TRAURIG, P.A. 

     101 East Kennedy Blvd., Suite 1900 

     Tampa, Florida 33602  

(813) 318-5700 - telephone 

(813) 318-5900 - facsimile 

 

and 

 

Mark G. Trigg 

Application for Special Admission will be 

submitted 

Roy Xiao 

Application for Special Admission will be 

submitted 

DENTONS US LLP 

303 Peachtree Street, NE, Suite 5300 

Atlanta, GA 30308 

(404) 527-4000 - telephone 

(404) 527-4198 - facsimile 

mark.trigg@dentons.com  

roy.xiao@dentons.com  
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